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I From Here
end Farm,
Convention

Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentuck ,Thursda ,January 25, 1951

Eighteen Pupils
At Butler Listed
On Special Roll

Twelve Fredonia Pupils
Listed On Special Roll

PATIOr cOlig
#10EMIC NO
WI/11g
RESSIRC#
Number 30

nommemmemeameessemsk
Audit Shows Records
Of County Officials
Among Best In State

Membership Drive
For Farm Bureau
Starts Tomorrow

"The records of Caldwell
Seniors: Pat Bradshaw, June
county officials are as good
Twelve students of the FredonChristine Sheridan, Doris
as any found in Kentucky",
is High School are listed on the Kemp,
Katherine Hale, June
Is the report given The Leadspecial ,..honor roll for the first George,
John W. Coon Speaker
Carne r, Edwin
er' by members of the state
sernesnie of the current school Keel, Jerry
A Total Of 130 Pupils
William
Faught,
For Farmers
Frank
For Kickoff Meeting
auditing department as they
year all.152 made averago grades Moore,
Cartwright, closed an audit of the books
Are Listed On Regular required
to be placed on the Phelps, James Ivan
e Up Study Of
To Be Held Tonight
Vinson, Garnett
of current county officials
Honor Roll For Third
regular honor roll for the same Charles Thomas
tlook, Dairying
At Princeton Hotel
Wigginton.
and those officers who served
period, Principal Guy Nichols an- Traylor and Arnold
Six Week School Term
Beckner, BarbaJoletta
Juniors:
The annual membership kickThe
p Improvement
years.
four
preceding
the
nounces.
Eighteen Butler High School
ra Austin, Mary Canada, Mary
off meeting of the Caldwell
audit was completed last
delegation from Ca Idon
listed
were
students
Twelve
Askew, Barbara Cartwright, Clinstudents are listed on the special
County Farm Bureau will be held
week by L. M. McKinney, H.
is expected to attend
the special honor roll for tlie
honor roll for the third six-week
in the Princeton Hotel at 6:30
ton Beavers, Leo Hill, Dickie
of
Hodges,
B.
Griffin
and
C.
ended
Farm and Home Conjust
term
third six-week
term which ended last week,
p. m., Thursday night, January
Rice and Leroy McNeely.
the state auditing office in
Lexington January 30
42 on the regular honor roll
Doris Ann Canner,
Principal C. A. Horn announces. with
Sophomores:
when John W. Coon, Louis25,
cooperaComplete
Frankfort.
bruary 2, with more
special
list. Those listed on the
ville, special representative of the
There were 130 students in the honor roll for the semester were: Roselie Oliver, Thelma Canada, tion of all county officials
eady having registerJoyce Dortch, Barbara Harper,
State Federation, will speak on
school listed on the regular honwas given the workers here,
eeting, it is announcSeniors: fjobert Seymore, GradDon Rogers, Donald Conway and
the subject, "Farm Bureau...
it was stated.
or roll for the same period.
local extension office.
and Nancy Phelps.
Riley.
ie
Goals and Accomplishments", M.
Linz C. Brown.
Those who maintained special
's program will begin
Junior s: Jacqualyn Yandell
P. Brown announces.
Freshmen: Helen Holloman,
honor roll credits were:
t meeting of men and
Margaret Howton.
Betty Burton, Patsy Dortch,
Seniors: Nancy Farmer, Betty and
Mr. Coon is a native of Caldthe new Memorial
Sophomores: Wanda Phelps, Joyce Boggess, Sadie Howton,
Holt, James Mick and Sue Mitchwell county, the son of Mr. and
. R. Bryant, assistant
Shirley Hill, Glenda Childress Dorris Oliver, Bonnie Oates,
ell.
Mrs. John J. Coon, of the FredonII preside at the openand Donna Quertermous.
Sigit was stated.
ia community. Prior to his affiliSophomores: Odell Brummett, Freshmen: Anna Belle Holt and Nancy Travis, Shelby Jean
ler, Ted Feagan and Jerry Phelps.
ation with the Farm Bureau he
eatures of the program
Wanda Hawkins, Jean Holt and Daisy Holt.
Eighth grade: Sue Blackburn,
convention include an
was state supervisor of agriculJoy Jewell.
Askew.
Linda
Seventh grade:
Loretta Howton, Gary Childress, Mother Was Seriously
education under the state
lecture, ,"Forbidden
tural
Freshmen: Robbie Candler, Kay
reguThe students making the
Phelps and
Burned In Rescuing
department of education. H. J.
bet", by Lowell ThomCrider, Maggie Lanibert and lar honor roll for the semester Philip Phelps, Wanda
Clinton Tosh.
•
McCormick, Owensboro, district
ile R. B. Hull, landGeralone Scott. ,
Child From The Fire
were:
Seventh grade: John Dan
agent, will assist in the program.
itect of Purdue UniEighth grade: Billie Hopper,
of
home
the
in
struck
Tragedy
Linda
Bugg, Hilda Jane Vinson,
'II talk on "A Landit was stated.
Ruth Ladd and Sara Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Patterson,
Lou Rustin and Jo Ann Butts.
gram for Every Farm
Farm Bureau workers repreSeventh grade: Peggy Barnes,
last
late
street,
The following students were South Seminary
". Other speakers will
every community in the
senting
Barbara Tallent and Suzanne
listed on the special honor roll Wednesday afternoon %%hien gasoeffect of the national
White.
the home county have been invited to atin
ignited
fumes
line
six-week
term:
the
for
on farming and home
tend this kick-off meeting which
Listed on the regular honor roll
Seniors: Robert Seyrnore, Gra- and burned their two-year-old
will launch the annual Farm Buin
following:
resulting
Patrick,
the
were
Steven
son,
Hale.
Katherine
and
die Riley
Will Compete In State
for the special interreau Membership Drive, comAdams, Nancy
HospiJames
Princeton
the
Seniors:
at
death
his
Junior: Margarette Howton.
are scheduled to begin
mencing Friday, January 26. A
Armstrong, Margaret Briandon, And District; Johnston
Sophomores: Wanda Phelps, tal later that night.
. The women's section
of 450 members has been set
goal
Cartwright, Jack Cox, Wins Second In County
James
Shirley Hill, Glenda Childress,
Mrs. Patterson, who was in an- for 1951.
in the Memorial Hall,
Creekrnur,
Jean
Cox,
Barbara
Garland Hart, of the Otter Donna Quertermous and Thelma other room at the time of the
"These workers are the backFelker, Barbara Gibson, Pond community, was judged Canada.
accident, was critically burned in
for the farmers will TRAPPED UNDER ROCK: Miss Bess Christy patiently awaits Dorothy
HolJoyce
bone of Farm Bureau and were it
Goddwin,
Sue
Betty
hilloff
Soil
slid
the
which
rock
Wallace
five-ton
Holt.
from
under
Belle
Anna
Tom
caught
the
being
child
Freshman:
the
of
after
winner
rescue
rescuing
study on the general
work they do
LeRoy Hooks, Catherine and Water, Forest and Wildlife
Seventh grade: Jo Ann Butts flames. She was also rushed to the not for the gallant
k, crop improvement, side and plunged into bedroom at Huntington, W. Va. The 60- lowell,
expense and on their
Ada Conservation Award in Caldwell and Linda Askew.
own
Pierce,
their
at
Joe
Billie
Hopper,
Huntof
second
river
north
Ohio
on
suffering
Va.,
of
W.
Lesage,
spinster
local hospital
reduction of sheep, and year-old
own time, farmers today would
Rogers, George Robert Stevens, county soil conservation district
The 42 students listed on the and third degree burns.
hay and silage to re- ington, was crushed above the knees and suffered severe shock.
Young. for 1950, Oliver C. Allcock an- regular honor roll for the sixEunice
not have a 'large and influential
and
White
Robert
(AP Wirephoto)
ock costs.
The fire started in the base- organization like Farm Bureau to
week term were:
Juniors: Iris Cravens, Martha nouncerPhelps, Crider cornment of the home when the child speak for them," Brown mid.
Fredonia FFA Chapter
Seniors: Pat Bradshaw, June turned over a jug containing
According to the district superSue Gresham, Margie Hamby,
mer who won the Dis- County School Building
Referring to the rapid growth
Bernard Jones, Billie Kennedy, visors, Mr. Hart established 55.3 Kemp, Christine Sheridan, Doris white gasoline which was stored
r Pastureman award in Program Not Affected
Wins $100 Cash Prize
Margaret Ladd, Sara Lamb, June per cent of his planned soil con- George, Nancy Phelps, A n n in the utility room in the home. of Farm Bureau, Brown added
be one of 16 in the
ChapFredonia
Members of the
Oates, Fannie Oldham, June Oli- servation farm program during Blackburn, June Keel, Jerry Car- As the gasoline ran across the that the organization has grown
'zed at a meeting of By Recent Restriction
ter, Future Farmers of America, ver, Doris Pierce, Jim Richie, the year to win the award.
rier, Edwin Moore, Frank Faught, floor of the basement the fumes so large and influential that toConstruction of th e Caldwell
try Seed Improvesnent
reeeived an award of $100 from
Ramey Johnston, of the same William Phelps, James Ivan ignited from an automatic water day the whole country sits up
on Wednesday at a county grade school building near the Ralston Purina Company at a Patsy Shortt, Wayne White, DorWil- community, ran a close second in Cartwright, Charles Thomas Vinand takes notice about Farm Buthe Student Union the edge of the city limits of regular meeting of the chapter othy Williams and Martha
heater, it was reported.
reau activities. Without Farm
son.
the contest. He established 54.4 son, Garnett Traylor and Arnold
Princeton will not be affected by
The fire department extingMonday afternoon. The cash prize
Bureau, he said, "Kentucky farmproconservation
Wigginton.
his
of
acAlsobrook,
cent
per
restrictions,
Merlin
building
Sophomores:
recent
that
indicated
ho have
uished the fire before it spread
was awarded the local chapter in
ers and farmers in our own counJuniors: Joletta Beckner, Jacto attend include: Mrs. cording to information received
Ken Barnes, Donna Boitnott, Wil- gram, kt was stated.
home.
the
of
parts
other
to
S"Jingle
national
company's
the
ty would not be represented in
Mr: Hart, a veteran of World quelyn Yandell, Barbara Austin,
iamson, Crider; Mrs. J. by Clifton Clift, superintendent Contest" open to more than 7,000 ma Brandon, Janice Brinkley,
Funeral services for the son,
living as
y, Eddy Creek; Mrs. of county schools, a rid Ramsey F. F. A. Chapters in the United Mickey Cravens, Peggy Guess, War II, used the following con- Mary Canada, Barbara Crtwright, Steven Patrick Patterson, were every phase of rural
Haile, Peggy Hall, Bil- servation measures on his farm Clinton Beavers, Leo Hill, Dick- conducted at the Morgan Funeral they are • today. Farm Bureau
Blondell
, Dawson Roads Mrs. Taylor, local contractor.
States, it was reported.
needs more members and it is
Officials of the Allocation and
lie E. Hammond, Bobby Hogan, during 1950: contour farming, ie Rice and Leroy McNeely.
renda, Mrs. Cecil BraHorne at 2 p. m., Friday by the
Ira L. Fe/ars, district sales man- Barbara Holloman, Roswell cover crops, farm drainage, sod
our hope that every farmer in
Sophomores: Roselie Oliver,
nia Valley; Mrs. Gor- Production board in Washington,
the
of
pastor
ager, Gardner White and William Hooks, Frances Hopper, Beverly waterways, pond construction, Barbara Harper, Don Rogers, Rev. Joe Callender,
Caldwell county will welcome
, Farmersville; Mrs. S. D. C., have informed Mr. Taylor
Young, local dealers for the Jones, Mary Ladd, Billie Mick. pasture seeding and pasture im- Donald Conway and Linz C. Ogden Memorial Methodist these volunteer workers as they
rs. Ed Johnstone, Hop- that buildings which had founda- M.
Hill
Cedar
in
was
Burial
Church.
meeting
company, attended the
travel through the county solicitBrown.
Betty Sue Mitchell, J. C. Morris, provement.
d; Mrs. Billy Mitch- tions poured prior to midnight
Cemetery.
addressed the young farmers Nadine Newsom, Martha Sue
ing new members for our local
Mr. Hart will compete for the
Freshmen: Betty Burton, Joyce
Mashburn, Mrs. Ho- January 12 were not included in and
making the presentation of the Hodge, Don Patterson, Patsy First congressional district award Boggess, Daisy Holt, Dorris Olicounty Farm Bureau."
SI, Otter Pond Club; the recent restrictions. It was also in
check, Herman Brenda, advisor Quisenberry, Byron Rogers, Bet- and also for a state award.
ver, Shelby Jean Sigler and Ted
d Hunter, Friendship stated that hospitals and school
the chapter said.
Raymond Stroube was winner Feagan.
ty Ruth Travis and Chloe Ann
and Mrs. Raymond buildings which could be shown of
City Sells Franchise
An advertisement carrying the Winters.
in the district and also in t h e
Eighth grade: Loretta Howton,
. and Mrs. Pollard Old- critically needed, would be exin
contest
the
for
written
single,
For $500; New Cemetery
E. Oldham, Herschel empted from the orders.
Freshmen: Charlotte Akers, First congressional district in Gary Childress and Sue Blackappears in the
of
a
burn.
certificate
received
He
1949.
Construction of the new 20- the spring of 1949,
L. Jones, Edwin Lamb.
Plot To Be Landscaped
of the American Reba Ann Call, Dolores Creasey,' award and a $50 check for having
Seventh grade: John Dan Bugg,
ups will be accompan- room building is proceeding sat- January issue
Approval of the Western KenMaxine
Mickey
Cunningham,
Farm Youth magazine. Glenn
Won Semi-Finals In
established the most conservation Betty Campbell, Daisey Ray and
e Agent Wilma Van- isfactorily. Work was delayed,
Gas Company's bid of $500
Haile,
tucky
Buddie
Davis,
Marlene
Thomason, former Fredonia F.
Helen Mitchell.
County Agent R. A. however, during the month of
Tournament But Lost
Hillard, Joyce Jarvis, Fredi Jew: on land during the year.
for a ten-year franchise was acthe
idea
furnished
member,
A.
F.
weather
December because of bad
cepted as the highest and best bid
ell, Charles McClain, Bill Morse,
Final Game 27 To 23
the jingle, it was stated.
conditions. Completion of the for
Ronald Murphy, Billie Ray New- Dr. Cash Is Reelected
and approved by the city council
Local
Students
Named
NEW POSITION
Madthe
led
Tigers
The Butler
building in time for the second
by, Jean Paris, Gloria Plymale,
at its regular meeting Monday
quarfull
isonville Maroons three
To UK 240 Committee
Mrs. Frederick McCan- semester of the next school year Churches To Observe
Julia Ann Schwab, Elsie Sisk, President Of Federal
night.
n, Freddie, Highland is anticipated, Mr. Taylor said.
Two Caldwell county students, ters but were unable to stem a
The council voted to employ
Youth Week Next Week Barbara Thomas a n d Nancy Savings, Loan Firm
lost to
they
as
rally
quarter
last
planning to move 'to
Miss
Georgia
Phelps
and
William
•
Wood.
to level the recently pur
was
W.
workers
reelected
Cash
Dr.
L.
The observance of Youth Week,
Sell, Jr., both of Princeton, have the score of 46-44 on the Madi- chased addition to the Cedar
Ala., early next
Federof
Princeton
the
president
Tags
license
Eighth
City
grade:
500
James
Bowers,
January 28 through February 4,
re Mr. McConnell has
been selected to serve on the Uni- sonville gym Tuesday night.
Hill cemetery with bulldozers
is being planned in most Prince- Wanda Bryan, Eva Lynn Clayton, al Savings and Loan Association versity of Kentucky's Committee
position with the Ten- Sold; 770 Sold In 1950
Leading 14-5 at the end of the and other necessary equipment.
stockof
meeting
annual
an
at
Louise Corley, Wanda DeBoe,
people
young
with
churches
ton
and
half
the
at
24-21
of
period,
240
1 and Iron Company.
first
for 1960-51, the U.K. PubPrinceton motorists made a
be sown with
participating either in the morn- Gertrude Edrington, Charles El- holders and directors Friday lic Relations Department an- 35-32 at the end of the third The plot will then
rush to beat the deadline for city
suitable grass mixtures, lots will
der, Joyce Flynn, Janet French, night at the Association's office,
difthe
in
evening
service
or
ing
quarter, the Tigers fell 8 points
nounces.
motor vehicle licenses this week
be divided and walks and drive-,
ferent churches, it was announced Norma Kay George, Betty Holt, it is announced.
Members of the Committee of behind midway in the final stan- ways constructed.
with 126 tags sold between Monwere
C
Dr.
Others
reelected
Holt,
Sue
Wanda
Hopkins,
Willa
week.
this
here
248 serve as student representa- za. The team came up rapidly in
day morning and noon WednesQUESTION:
Young people will be guests at a Ann Lacy, Betty Lewis, Jane F. Engelhardt. vice-president; J.
final minutes of the game but
y or and city council day. A total of 500 plates had banquet at the Central Presby- Parrent, Ramona Pickering, Don- R. Hutchinson, secretary; C. A. tives of the University in their the
home communities, supplying high was unable to overcome the 8- Princeton Placed Ira
ested the State High- been sold at that time, Mrs. Mil- terian Church, Thursday, Febru- na PPool, Shirley Starnes, Nan- Pepper and E. H. Johnstone, counschool seniors, U. K. alumni, and point lead before the final whis- Eastern Divisior:, of
ent to install addi- dred Cardin, city clerk reported. ary 1, when a sound moving pic- cy Taylor, Robert Wilson and sel and associate. Reelected direcothers with information regard- tle.
City license for motor vehicles
B.
tors
Dr.
Keeney,
Frank
L.
were
It lights in Princeton.
League
ture will be sh o w n. Also, the Wanda French.
ing the University of Kentucky.
Ortt led the scoring with 12 Twin-States'
Dr.
L.
G.
and
W.
Cash.
ink more lights are are due February 1 and a dis- young people will have charge
Wood
The Twin• anates
Seventh grade. Jean Adams1
The
Hobfollowed
by
points,
closely
plates
is
organization
for
given
is
$1.50
composed
of
of
count
anatteur based if so where are the
of the Butler High School assem- Dottie Boyd, James Lee Bowman 1 Other members reelected to the two students from each of Ken- by with 12 and Williamson with ball lease"' of which
purchased prior to that date.
Princeton
of directors
board
Association's
al points?
FebruFriday,
for
Jonell
scheduled
bly
Brandon,
Brenda Filer
11. Salyers accounted for 3, with is atraallaber, will have a twotucky's 120 counties.
Tags bought after February I
J.
Blades,
Poole,
W.
were
L.
H.
ANSWERS:
dewill
Armstrong
D.
W.
Jeanette Fralick, Kenneth Gil
ary 2.
President H. L. Donovan has Wilhelm and Franklin each mark- div'41ein league,. composed of 16
grotsky: "We do need will be $5 and the deadline for liver the address.
key, Billy Wayne G r a y, Betty Robert U. Kevil, Iley McGough, called the group one
mams, league members agreed at
of the most ing up two points.
W
and
L.
F.
C.
Dr.
Engelhardt
ts, especially around operating a vehicle without new
A Union service for youth of Hardwick, Joan Holt, Wsine
The Tigers went into the fiA.. their annual meeting in Paducah
important on the U. K. campus.
thouse and at the tags for city residents is March I. the community will be held Sun- Holt, Charles Johnston, James Davis.
Miss Phelps, daughter of Mr. als in the Three Rivers Ccstifer- Sunday afternoon. Lowell Hobby,
Creamery. We definiteday, February 4, at Ogden Mem- Harvey Keeling, Ann Kirkman,
and Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Star ence tournament at Kuttetve Sat- Bill Morgan and Labe Hogan, Jr.,
stop
of
proper kind
Mrs. H. C. McConnell
orial Methodist Church with the Billie McConnell, Vivian Moore, Items Wanted For Room
Route 6, is a sophomore in the urday night but lost to Lyon represented the Princeton team
t at South Jefferson
Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor Margaret Moore, Ann Morgan,
U. K. College of Agriculture and county high 27-23 atter freezing at the meeting.
Committee
Rural
Heads
At Camp Breckenridge
streets and a stop light
the
Nancy
of
Presbyterian
Central
Murphy,
Diann
Palmer, The Caldwell county chapter of Home Economics. She is a gradu- the ball in the first half and
The eastern division will have
A sub-committee on Rural Church, bringing the message.
kinsville-Cadiz street
Stella Reese, Melanie Rowland,
then being unable to stem the Princeton, Almo Heights, Calvert
the Red Cross has been request- ate of Fredonia High School.
. The one light at Main Homes and Community of the ExSara
Stephens, Phyllis Stevens,
Sell, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. scoring of Lyon county in the last City, Grand Rivers, Smithland,
ed to cooperate in furnishing a
helps a lot, but tension Advisory Committee met
Tempe Templeton, Mary Ann
Salem, Tilene, and MtuTay as
daynoom for the hospital at Camp Sell, Rural Route 2, is a senior in half.
ode to be controlled in the Extension Office January Bill Kelley Is Guest
Smiley, Shirley Sweeney, Owed*
The Tigers swamped Marion participants. The western half
Bredunridge. Items needed in- the College of Eitgineering. Reis
that main block. The 16 and elected Mrs. H. C. Mc- Speaker At Rotary Club
Towne, Margaret Vinson and
•
clude floor lamps, writing and a graduate of Butler High School_ 59-37 in the first game of the will be made up of Kolb Proat the Creamery is Connell chairman.
Bill Kelley, Rotary Foundation Wanda Skipworth.
tournament *Mile Fredonia drop- vision of Paducah, Brookport
county
Caldwell
card tables, folding chairs, record
of
Needs
would
ent there but
fellowship student from Louisped Salem by practically the Merchants, Ledbetter, Arlington,
all right at the in- homes and communities were ville, was guest speaker at the HEALTH COMMITTEE NAMED players, records, punch bowls, "The Legend Of tee"
same score of 58-37 to meet in the Paducah Moose and three other
gallon coffee pots and wooden
of North Jefferson and listed and recommendations were regular weekly meeting of the
U.
D.
C. Speaker's Theme semi-finals. Butler barely nosed clubs to be named later.
Appointment of Dr. J. M. stirring spoons.
eets. These lights might made which needed special em- Princeton Rotary Club Tuesday Moor e,
"The Legend of Lee", will be out the Fredonia Yellow
Superintendent Clifton
Commissioner Edmund BeasAnyone having any of these
Jackets
ife and it 'might' be phasis in order to make a more night at the First Christian Clift,
County Agent R. A. Mabry, items which they will donate to the subject of the address to be 38-37 in the Friday night game ley said that the three
effective extension program in Church.
Mrs. Ralph L. Cash, E. M. Mc- the room are asked to call the given by Emery Dobbins at the to play in the final tilt Saturday berths would be filled remaining
from this
ith "Yes, I think we Caldwell county.
of
told
his
members
Kelley
Mr.
Caslin,
Dr. W. E. Willis and Miss local Red Cross office or Mrs. banquet of the Tom Johnson night. Lyon county defeated list—Metropolis,
Buckley, WickOthers who participated in the
a three-way light at
stay
his
one-year
during
travels
Chapter,
Mary
United
Wilson
of
Daughters
Eldred
as
the
members Frank Wylie, it was announced.
Smithland 56-41 in the semi-fin- liffe, Cairo, Bandana and Hickction of South Jeffer- discussion were Mrs. Homer in Scotland as a student and the of the
Confederacy, Friday evening at als Friday night.
Caldwell County Citizens
man.
sin streets as traffic is Mitchell, Mrs. Lester Paris, Miss imipreosion that the people of Health
the
First
Christian
Church, it is
Committee, was announcThe league will open April 22
e on all busy days and Wilma Vandiver, Mr. W. P. Craw- that country and others made ed this week by
Implement
Motor,
S
&
M
announced.
Dr. W. L. Cash,
and close September 9, playing a
John
L.
rous under the present ford, and county agent R .A. Ma- upon him.
Grayot
To
Be
Dr.
Dobbins, an industrial adcounty health officer. They are to Company To Relocate
double round-robin schedule. The
s. A stoplight should bry.
Other visitors at the meeting serve through December 1961.
The M & S Motor and Imple- vertising specialist of Newark, Buried Here Today
leallee also voted to employ umlied at the Creamery
were Gene Pendergast and Ralph
John L. Grayot, former Com- pires to be
ment, operated by Jinnny MIteli- New Jersey, will arrive here Fripaid through the
era entering Hopkins- Local Musician Booked
Hill, both past district governors SUFFERS HAND INJURY
and Will Stevenson. will be day morning. He will be the guest monwealth's Attorney in this dis- league office.
ell
m Cadiz street cannot
Louisville,
Rotary
from
his
Walter
of
of
trict,
mother,
will
Mrs.
be
Emery
Dobfrom
15
buried
February
in Cedar Hill
Kenneth Keen Cummins, son of moved about
Indiana Tavern
in the lane of traffic. At The
Berger, of Evansville, Howard
bins, South Seminary street.
cemetery, Princeton, this after- ATTEND
/
Don Granstaff, local musician McConnell, Rummy Taylor, E. B. Mr. and Mrs. R. B. CurnMins, Its present location on East MarMINISTERS' MUT
n light there now is
to
Admission
the
noon,
banquet will
according to a notice reto the Garrett buildThe Rev. Floyd A. Loperfidte.
and former drurnmer with Eddie Ray, Randolph Hutchinson. and North Jefferson street, suffered a ket street
equate"
be
ticket,
by
it
was stated.
ceived by the Morgan Funeral pastor of the
painful injury Wednesday after- ing formerly occupied by Th e
Central Presbyterliver. "We badly need Kirkman's orchestra of Hopkins- James Mit*. Junior Rotarian.
Home.
noon when a BB shot lodged be- Princeton Leader on North Court
ian Church, and the Rev. George
lights around the ville, is currently booked at the
GARDEN
Funeral
WORKSHOP
announced
owners
the
services
Square,
tween
the
will
bones
the
of
be
in
palm
S.
U.
conFiler, pastor of the First ChrisMany drivers do not Indiana Tavern located on
The Princeton Rose and Garden ducted in MadisOnvil)e earlier in tian
\,Miss Mary Wilson Eldred at. his hand, necessitating treat- this week. The building now ocChurch, left Tuesday to ate present board signals Highway 41 near Crofton. Don le
Club
a
announces
garden
the
workfirm
probably
will
the
afternoon.
the
by
ment
Mr.
midwinter
tended
by
a
board
physician.
The boy was cupied
state
Grayot mar- tend a meeting of the
tee a serious hazard. playing dinner musk on the HamKentuertls
shop
sponsored
by
ried
for
Paducah
Garthe
house
storage
a
former
the
of
meeting
/amines* and Pra- playing with a gun received for be used as
Miss Lula Terry, Ministers Conference in the
is would he
but mond organ in the dining lounge
Hosiery Mill, it was den Club, January M. beginning daughter of Dr. Terry, of this Fourth Avenue
Princeton
Christmas
when
Club
the
the
held
feasional
Women's
Sataccident
ocwas
it
eetablishinent,
the
Presbyterian
relieve the most mit- of
at 10:00 a. in. at the Cobb Hotel.(der.
said.
curred.
urday in Louisville.
Church in Louisville.
stated.
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Seed Bought Now
Won't Be Higher Later!
Seed bought by you today is insured against price rises. When
the demand is heavy stocks run low and we have to DIY more
to replace our stocks. Buy now and save!

Cayce-Yost has ample stocks of
• SerCiO LeSpOCIOZO

•Kobe Lespedeza
•Korean Lespedeza
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A Proven Variety For This Section

•Kentucky 31 Fescue
•Ladino Clover
Certified and Uncertified

• Red Clover
•Kenlond Clover
• Alsike Clover
•Okla. Approved Alfalfa
•Red Top
•Timothy
•Orchard Grass
•Ky. Blue Grass
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Days Of Baling Wire
Repair Gone On Farm
The days of baling wire repairs
of farm machinery are gone, J.
L. McKitrick, agricultural engineer, told 4-H club leaders attending a tractor maintenance
school at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington.
"There's an old saying that the
I a r in e r who hasn't used baling
wire to fix a broken machine
doesn't know how to farm, but
that was in the days of mule power", said McKitrick. "With tractor power farming, repair methods have changed. Odds are
against the baling wire farmer.
"Makeshift machinery repairs
and equipment that aren't working properly, reduce an operator's efficiency and multiply his
chancee for accidents. Working
long hours with machinery that
isn't in good condition is irritating, fatiguing and causes the
operator to waste time and thereby increase the cost of production."

tary preparedreduc. material
supplies may
e reduction in
superphosphate,
of acid, has alThe amount of
te and of straight
tillzers on the market
ill be less than exceptmmonium sulfate may
It' in 1951 at about the
for nitrogen as in amitrate. Decreased supertilizer materials usup more on the marnage of straight fertiin mixed fertilizers.
purchasers net only
are likely to get the Strawberry Plant Beds
kinds of fertilizers Probably Need Thinning
ut may find prices of - Due to heavy runner growth
lizers lower than later the past year, fruit men at the
Kentucky Experiment Station
, le and delivery by ler- s a y strawberry growers should
panies, also, make pas- consider thinning their beds.
creased total produc- Otherwise,, o v e r-crowding of
se storage facilities at plants might result in smaller
izer plants are limited. berries. The 1950 season was faver purchased early orable for .growth of strawberry
plants, grass and weeds. Where
growers were able to keep down
grass and weeds, berries made
greater 'Linnet- formation than in
Amazing Relief years.
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AHVEY STOMACH
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st stomach treatments
market today. It is
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antee this wonderful
to relieve ulcer pain,
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and lack of pep feelmpare its price with
omach preparations.
is treatment today—
no need to suffer. Ask
ggist for Harvey TabOLD ONLY AT
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while steers pastured on improv-- from a cow $25 and that from- a
ed pasture 'gained f ifty-one sheep or hog 23.50.
pounds each during the same
When- the woods are not sepperiod.
arated from the pastures, livestock

should be stored in a dry place,
the bays piled no higher than 6
or '7 rows and, in the cast of
concrete floor, the bottom row
placed on boards built up a few
inches above the floor."

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For

Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3221
Princeton, Sy.

Dead Stock
WANTED

_
Rowan county tobacco growers
are placing orders for coke for delivery in July or August.
Scott county homemakers have
voted to make a United Nations
flag for each school in the county.
In Garrard county, 2,681 sheep
were insured last year by ii0
members of the protective association, a slight int:refuse over the
previous year.
In Calloway county there are
not enough dairy- cattle to meet
the demand of dairymen.
By installing electric lights in
his poultry house, Dempsey
Brandenburg of Lee county increased egg production of 150 pullets in 20 days from a daily average of 65 to 120.
-Forty-two Ways-to Save Steps
in Your Kitchen" is the project
being studied by F'leminjecounty
homeniikers.
Scott county sheepmen this
year suffered their heaviest loss
from dogs when 85 ewes and
rams, valued at $700, were killed.
Boyd county homemakers estimated the value of fruit, vegetables and meats canned, stored
or frozen last year at $35,579.
Christian county's income from
burley tobacco was greatly reduced in 1950 due to excessive rain,
most crops yielding $1,000 or less
per acre.
Carl Reynolds of Menifee
county installed 14 automatic
waterers in his 40 by 150-foot
brooder house for 6,000 broilers.
Meade county homemakers realized more than $1,100 from the
sale of a county cookbook, proceeds being used principally for
building improvement and for
shrubbery at the county fairgrounds.
Gilbert Blankenship of Boyd
county last year sold $250 worth
of alfalfa in the field from five
acres seeded in 1949.
Geo rge Washington was a
member of the survey party
which is believed to have made
the first survey of Harpers Ferry, scene of John Brown's famous pre-Civil War raid and later
Washington recommended t h e
site for the nation's second arsenal, built in 1796.

MEMORIALS
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
our dead stock promptly, free of charge
on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied

• GOOD QUALITY

. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE

NTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
e 3698
Princeton, Ky.

• IN GOOD TART!

Henry & Henry
Phone UN

Pelass14111.Ly
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The 1950 Wet Season
Killed Peach Trees
More peach trees were lost
from "wet feet" in Kentucky in
1950 than the total loss in any
five year period from 1924 to
1949, according to W. W. McGill of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
Kentucky had 45 inches of rain
during the first seven months of
1950. The waterlogged soil prevented a normal growth of peach
trees. Magill explained, the tree
foliage turned yellow, the roots
died and eventually the trees
were killed.
The season again peoved the
value of having peaches on welldrained soil, according to Magill.

Suggestions Made
To Save More Of
Young Animal Crop

Neither cattle or the trees are
helped when livestock are pastured in a woods. In fact money
is lost in three different ways
when livestock are allowed in
the woods.
1. Livestock gain less when
they graze in woodlands. In a study made by Purdue University it
was found that steers pastured in
Most of the 123 farmers in 66 woods
lost four and one-third
Kentucky counties who tried pounds each in three months,
Kenland clover the past year
found it better than other kinds, Insectoplane Fans Put
according to reports of county
agents. Kenland produced more Bugs Back In Fly Game
Baltimore -- Flies, beetles and
hay and lived better than combees are t h e "engines" of t h e
mon clovers.
tiny airplanes Rex Wiseman
At the Experiment Station at
builds.
Lexington, Kenland clover proFor 47 years scientists have
duced 15 to 25 per cent more hay
been trying to take the bugs out
than Kentucky 215 and Cumberof airplanes. But this I9-year old
land, varieties also adapted to
at suburban Watersedge, Md., puti
Kentucky. Stands of Kenland
'ern in planes.
were two to three times better
• Rex admits his "insectoplanes"
than those of other adapted vardon't contribute much to the
ieties, at the end of two years.
science of aviation.
Kenland clover is an improved
"But for a nickel's worth of
variety of common, or medium, balsa wood and microfilm, and
red clover adapted in Kentucky the time it takes
to capture, a
and elsewhere in the southern live fly you can get
a lot of enpart of the red clover region of tertainment," he says.
the United States. It was develRex has the flying bug both litoped at the Kentucky Experiment erally and figuratively. He
soStation with the cooperation of loed at the age of 16, and it was
the U. S. Department of Agricul- one of his former instructors
who
ture.
steered him into "insectonautics",
Kenland is highly resistant to the trade term for his hobby.
southern anthracnose and makes
The fly-powered planes Rex
more vigorous growths and lives builds have a wingspan of two
longer than most other clovers.
inches. The thickness of the balClovers are often sown in Feb- sa wood framework is only 1/134th
ruary or March at the rate of of an inch, and t h e microfilm
about 10 pounds of seed an acre. covering is about five millionths
A considerable amount of Ken- of an inch thick.
It takes a steady hand and a
land seed will be available in
Kentucky this spring, it was stat- great deal of patience to construct such crafts.
ed at the Experiment Station.
The captive fly is placed in a
tumbler and put in a refrigerator
Feed Market Declines
for about 20 minutes before it is
As Demand Slackens
attached to the airplane.
This immobilizes the fly and
Feed markets turned weaker
during the week ended January makes the operation easier for
16, influenced by a slackened de- both fly and builder. The insect
mand following the active inquiry is attached to the plane with
of recent weeks when feeders and liquid cement, but the builder
distributors replenished stocks, must use care not to glue the
reports to the United States and fly's legs.
The fly is revived by breathing
Kentucky Departments of Agriculture indicate. Production of upon him.
Flies do some pretty tam's' gyrawheat millfeeds, linseed meal, and
soybean meal continued large and tions, but honeybees are also used
offerings were plentiful. Market for variety. The stinger is removsupplies a most other feeds were ed by placing a drop of liquid
cernent on the bee's tail. When
also adequate for trade needs.
the stinger becomes so gummed
Rather sharp declines occurred
the bee can't retract it, the buildin prices of hominy feed and soyer severs it with a small pair of
bean meal, while wheat millfeeds
scissors.
and cottonseed meal were also
Rex says there are now about
somewhat lower. Other feedstuffs
3,000 insectoplane builders in the
were mostly unchanged to slightcountry.
ly higher. The index of feedstuff
prices dropped nearly 4 points to
237.6. The feed grain index was
down 61
/
2 points to 237.7. A year
ago the feedstuff index stood at
208.0 and feed grains at 184.1.

Heavy demand for meat and
dairy products in 1951 gives
farmers extra reason for saving
this year's spring pigs, calves and
lambs, the American Foundation
for Animal Health reports this
week.
To help farmers save more of
this year's young animal crop,
Foundation authorities offered
these suggestions:
"Feed the mother animals a
balanced ration, providing animal proteins, 'vitamins and minerals, including legume hay.
"Keep brood sows, cows and
ewes comfortable and clean, free
from mites, lice and filth.
"Have the new animals born on
clean pasture—or in clean, dry,
well-bedded quarters, free from
chilly drafts.
"Toward the end of the gestation period, be alert to assist at
birth if necessary. Disinfect the
navels of the young.
"Be sure newborn animals are
nursing properly. Calves need
colostruf (first milk after calving). Have clean sod accessible to
pigs up to three weeks old.
"Watch for scouring; it may be
a sign of improper feeding, overfeeding, or of disease.
"Around weaning time, have
pigs vaccinated against hog colera. Consult a veterinarian on the
need for vaccination of other
stock in light of local disease
conditions.
"At the first sign of aili ng
health in breeding stock or young
animals, obtain a diagnosis. Find
out whether disease, parasites or
One of She largest aquamarines
faulty nutrition is responsible. of fine quality ever
found was a
Corrective action, Maned prompt- Brazilian stone weighing
243
ly, may save the lives of many pounds.
young, animals."
cannot be avoided, Borden recommended that it be done on a calm
Farm Without Fire
day in January or February, afSupervisor Advises
ter 4:30 p. m.
Many farmers a r e fdrming
A new State law renuires that
without the use of fire, H. L. Bor- all material must be piled or
den, supervisor of the Cumber- cleared around before being burnland National Forest, Winchester, ed. It is also unlawful to burn
claimed today. Instead of burn- anything in March, April, May,
ing brush, it is being placed in October, November or December
gullies to prevent erosion or piled within 200 feet of woodland exand left to rot.
cept between 4:30 p. m. and midExperiments show that sedge night or when the ground is covgrass and woody material plowed ered with snow. Farmers should
under or allowed to rot will in- become familiar with this new
crease soil- fertility. If burning State law—Section 149.300.

2. Timber is damaged and
grows slower in a grazed woodland. Experiments show that yellow poplar trees six to nine inches in diameter grow fifty-nine
per cent slower on areas where
grazing is permitted. The trees in
the study showed no physical
damage. The decreased growth
was due entirely to changes in
soil condition. On areas where
the trees are smaller much additional damage is caused by eating and trampling.
3. Loss of manure is costly. Manure is an important livestock by
product and its proper care and
use will pay well.
T Ii e eetimated production of
manure from farm animals during one year, not including any
bedding is as follows: 1,200 pound
horse, 11 tons; 1,000 pound dairy
vow, 13 tons; 1,000 pound steer, 7
tons; 200 pound sheep, 1 1/5 tons,
and 200 ,pound hog, 2 tons.
Depending on its nature and
the way it is used, farm manure
on land is worth $1.50 to 03 per
ton. In round numbers, the manure from a horse should be
worth about $30 per year, that

will spend a considerable part of
their time in the woods and a
good deal of manure will be lett
there resulting in an annual loss
of about $7.50 per animal per
year.
The losses on most every farm
are usually great enough to justify building the fences needed Is
keep all livestock out of the
woods. Very often considerable
expense can be saved by fencing
the fields and pastures and leaving the woods on the outside.
Fencing costs are properly charged to livestock but the posts eau
come from the woods.
Livy, the great Roman historian, lived from 59 B. C. to 17 A. D.

FIRE
INSURANCE
CALL 2210 ,
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Complete [mop once Serv,ce
111 W. Market St.

SELL YOUR BURLEY
AND

FIRED TOBACCO ON

McConnell's Loose Floor
HOPKINSVtLLE

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
Over 40 years we have stayed and paid

C. A. Woodall

Virgil Smith
OFFICES

Princeton
Tel. 2441

Fredonia
Tel. 9

Marion
Tel 69

Associates

Sir; Baker

Roberta Wheeler

use the South's
most popular regular
grade gasoline

GET WELL...
STAY WELL.
Come In for a
"TEST DRIVE"

FOR most in mileage for your gasoline dollar—try

date this wctil
nick dealer. It
to conclude that
martest buy'

•Oplosea se 5.5 ereelek el *eke ewe.

To Examine - Diagnose - Prescribe

a fill of CROWN GASOLINE at your neighborhood Standard Oil station.

(CORNER DRUG STORE)
To Fill Your Prescriptions
Precisely As Ordered.

Today's CROWN GASOLINE IS a pot('Cried motor-fuel,
that sells at no premium price . .. and is entirely suitable for the majority of the cars on the road today.
Made in seasonal grades, for better cool-weather performance, and contains a special roluent to minimize
gum deposits.

To Take Your Medicine and
Follow Your Doctor's Orders
LET US HELP YOU

The '51 FORD
RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028

CORNER DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

By its continued leadership—year after year—CROWN
itseLf your best buy in regular-grade
gasolines!
GASOLINE proves

HUGH CHERRY, Sr., Agent
Princeton, Ky.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (KENTUCKY)
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Stephens - Gray
The announcement is made of
the marriage of Mrs. Ruth StephGray,
ens, Cobb, to Mr. Badger
North Seminary street, Princeton, on Friday, January 19. The
Rev. Lindsey Spurlin officiated
at the ceremony in Hopkinsville.

Mrs. Wallace H. Crisp
Honored With Shower

Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Mrs. Orman Travis and Mrs. Malcolm
Cummins were co-hostesses at a
bridal shower for Mrs. Wallace
JanH. Crisp, Tuesday evening,
uary 16, at the home of Mrs.
Boyd Satterfield.
Those present and sending gifts
Beta Sigma Phi Meets
McNary
Robinson,
were Mesdames W. R. Crisp, Lucy
Mrs. Bill
Hawkins,
street, was hostess to the regular Satterfield, Thelma
H. D.
Travis,
Phi
Orman
Sigma
Dorroh,
Beta
Paul
meeting of the
Skees, Martha McAllister, R. C.
on Tuesday evening'at 7:30.
Millard
Mrs. Jordan Murray presided Garrett, Harry Hale,
Ray
at the business meeting when the Cummins, Euel Stephens,
Clyde
Hamby,
spaa
0.
C.
sponsor
Newman,
sorority voted to
Leftwich, Wilson
ghetti supper and Easter style Hamby, 0. W.
William Brelsford, Ralph
Glenn,
show this spring.
and Sid Satterfield.
Refreshments were served by Cummins
Leon Cummins, Mary
Mesdames
Virgil
the hostess to Mesdames
Otis Smith, 0. 0.
Holland,
F.
Woodall, John Akins, James
Cummins, C. P.
Malcolm
Faughn,
Guess, Robert Gordon, Shelby
Drake, George
Bob
Chockley,
Pool, Roy Rowland, Jr., C. W.
Newman, Gene Chandler, Marion
Scott, Charlie Jones, Harold RowWoodard, Boyd Satterfield, K. R.
land and Miss Jo Ann Berry.
Cummins, Clyde Fletcher, Charles Lee Skees, Misses Annie Cummins, Nona Stephens, Birch
Cummins, and Irene Beckner.

A Three Days
Cough Is Your
Danger Signal

Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and

heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial

membranes. Guaranteed to please you
ec money refunded. Creomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.

ggEomutaipp.

fkridge, Canasta Party

vThe finance committee of the
Business and Professional Women's Club sponsored a bridge and
canasta party, Thursday night,
January 18, at the BPW club
room.
Fifty-three me mbers and
guests were present.
. Prizes were awarded to Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred, bridge, and
Mrs. Berdie Moore, canasta.
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WORK SHIRTS
$1.25
r. TAILORED COLLAR
2. STRAIN-PROOF YOKE
3. WET-RESISTANT
POCKET
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4. FULL CUT THRU-OUT
5. ELBOW ACTION SLEEVES
6. SANFORIZED FABRIC
7. NON-RIP SEAMS
B. SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

done me lot
•ate Tr,.

BUNT LSISA5TIS
c
anticaruig in 1113
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Hecht. Norma Product Ion

Sizes 14to 17
MEN'S COTTON

FLANNEL

WORK SHIRTS
Sizes 14 to 17
MEN'S 8 OZ. DENIM

DUNGAREES

$195
$195

Sizes 28 to 42

BOYS' DUNGAREES
Sizes 6 to 16

$169

MOLESKIN PANTS
Smoot
brief.
El a

The Polly Anna Sunday School
class of the First Baptist Church
met Tuesday night, January 16,
with Mrs. Brad Lacy, and Mrs.
L. J. Bryant as co-hostess.
Mrs. Lyle Yowell gave the devotional. After the business meeting, refreshments were served to
24 members.
Those present were Mesdames
John Hopper, Barkley Towne, Logan Hyde, Marshall Ethridge, Roy
Horning, Robert Morse, Robert
Simpson, George Powell, Grady
Moore, Richard Brown, Lyle Yowell, Lyle Porter, Randolph
Hutchinson, Hollis Scott, Charles
McLin, Mitchell Rowland, John
Furgerson, L. J. Bryant, James
Wells, Burhl Hollowell, George
Stevens, Brad Lacy, Ruby Spurlock and Miss Elaine Morris.

Hart Twins Celebrate
Their Sixth Birthday

Sanforized

Tampa, Florida, with her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack 0. Holmes, to recuperate.
Saturday evening dinner guests
of Dr. and Mrs. R. G. McClelland,
North Jefferson street, included
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Holt, Sr.,
and daughter, Nancy, Mr. and
Mrs. George N. Holt, Jr., and son,
Mark, Mr. Shellie A. Omer, Miss
Dorothy Holt, all of Sturgis, Mn.
and Mrs. Randall Jones and son,
Randall, of Caseyville, and Mr.
and Mrs. Byron Brady of Bowling

$295

Sizes 29 to 42

$295

packs

SHIRTS TO MATCH ---- $2.50
PLAIN TOE SOLID LEATHER

WORK SHOE
Sizes 6 to 12

$3.95 pair
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CITY LICENSE
NOTICE
All City Licenses were due Jan. 1
1951. There will be a 30% discou

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Mueller are making their home at 4030

Mrs. Barbara Mitchell of Otter Pond, is now employed at
Steger Lumber Company as assistant bookkeeper.
jute at the McCurdy Hotel. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. John Sigler, ProvState
Mueller attended Superior
idence, were guests of his sister,
Teachers' College, Superior, Wis. Mrs. Fred Hopper, and family
night.
He is station manager for Eastern Saturday
Mrs. Genevievi Raymer and
Air Lines in Evansville.
are visOut-of-town guests included children, Bowling Green,
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stodghill of iting her parents,
Main street.
Anderson, Ind., Mr. and Mrs. Sid- L. D. King, West
Mrs. Lee Cardin spent the
ney Wildberger of St. Louis, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E.
and Mrs. Gerhard Mueller of St. weekend with Mr.
.
Louisville
Osborne,
D.
Fred
Mrs.
and
Louis and Mr.
Jolly, Jr., of Madisonville.

0

Entertains Bridge Club
Mrs. Richard Morgan entertained her bridge club at a
luncheon bridge Tuesday, January 16, at her home on Plum
street.
Members of the club present
were Mrs. Billy McConnell, Mrs.
Harry Joiner, Jr., Mrs. Billy Giannini and Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury.
Mrs. C. J. Jaggers, Mrs. Stanley
Sharp, Mrs. Frank Giannini and
Mrs. John Hutcheson were guests.
Prizes were given to Mrs. C. H.
Jaggers, Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr.,
and Mrs. Billy McConnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Littlepage
spent Monday in Louisville.
Miss Minnie Mallory spent last
weekend in Murray visiting

friends.
Man Consumes Barrel
of BAKING SODA
One man told us he took baking
soda for years. Claims he has
used over a barrel of it for stomach gas, but got only temporary
relief.
Recently he quit the soda habit
and took CERTA-VIN. This new
medicine is bringing REAL, lasting relief to many Princeton gas

victims because it is taken BEFORE (not after) meals and thus
works with your food. It helps digest your meals faster, so your
food doesn't lay there and ferment. Besides relieving gas, CERTA-VIN also contains Herbs with
Vitamin B-1 and Iron to enrich
your blood and make your nerves
stronger. Weak, miserable people
soon feel different all over. So
on suffering. Get MRdon't
TA-VIN----Dawson Drug Store.

Feb. 1st, 1951.

The licenses

SALAD DRESSING, quart jar
PORK BRAINS, 12 oz. can
BREAK O'MORN COFFEE, lb.
3 lbs.
COBBLER POTATOES, 10 pounds
BOX WINESAP APPLES, 3 pounds
BLACK PEPPER, 1 oz. can 25c pound
MATCHES, carton
FLOUR, Yukon's Best, 25 lb. bag

MILDRED CARDIN

KEYKO OLEO, pound
PORK & BEANS, 3 pound cans
CAN SPAGHETTI, pound can
SWAN DOWN INSTANT CAKE MIX, box
EVAPORATED PEACHES, 1 lb. cello bag
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Buy Now And

All Men's
ROUGH TEXTURED
AZTEC CLOTH

LEATHER
JACKETS
12.88

New fabric! Close, tight
weave ... dust resistant!
For slipcovers, draper.
lea! Floral., scenic.,
troyicals, plaid effects!
36 .

Juv. Boys'

Sizes 2 to

8

in a beautiful

selection of colors. They're

For towels, general
dusting, polishing!
Quick-drying and
practically lint-freel
Generous size!

worth much more.

DOOR BUSTER SPECIAL
THURSDAY -- FRIDAY -- SATURDAY
500 YDS.

GABARDINE
IN BEAUTIFUL NEW SPRING SHADES

Cotton

PLASTIC CLOTHS
54 x 54 Approx. size

79c ea.
No need to say it's practical!
It's Plastic! And ace the new
patterns! B I g choice of
frosted and leafy designs,
all neatly hemmed like your
regular table cloth. Just 79c.
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Miss Cleo Hart entertained with
a birthday party January 20, hon- Stringtown road, Evansville, foloring her nephews, Dale and Gale lowing their recent marriage.
Hart's sixth birthday anniversary.
The former Miss Julia Grace
The twins were recipients of
Riverside Drive,
many gifts. Various games were McCarty, South
Mr. and Mrs. Needplayed and Mary L e e Murphy daughter of
McCarty of Princeton,
won the prize in the games ham Cook
exchanged their
Mueller
Mr.
and
played.
3 p. m. Dec. 24
at
vows
marriage
gathered
girls
The boys and
Lutheran Church,
around the table decorated with in St. Paul's
two birthday cakes and ice cream Evansville.
Mr. Mueller, formerly of 1212
and sang "Happy Birthday."
Evansville, is The Leader Congratulates
Those present were Mary Lee Ravenswood drive,
Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Granstaff,
and Wayne Murphy, Dale, Wanda the son of Rev. and
Lais, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo., on the birth
and Kenneth Ray Conner, Merie- F. Mueller of St.
father offiof a daughter,-Ann Laurie Granta Sue Rogers, Willard Paxton, The bridegroom's
double-ring cere- staff, January 13.
the
at
ciated
JoBobby
Wood,
and
Marianna
of white
• • •
nell, Bobbie and Betty P'Pool, mony before an altar
combined
Tommie and Terry Atwood, Lin- gladioli and candles
Mrs. Wilson Smith,
and
Mr.
with Christmas decorations.
da Adams, Dale and Gale Hart.
Fort Wayne, Ind., on the birth of
the
played
organist,
Heidi,
Carl
Others present were Mrs. Tom
son, Stephen
ied Rob- a 9-pound, 10-ounce
Atwood, Mrs. Geneva Murphy, nuptial airs and accompan
Smith, January 20.
Wayne
"I
who
sang
soloist,
Leach,
Mrs. Don Adams, Miss Ola Mae ert
and "Because"
Rogers, Mrs. William F. Cortner, Love You Truly"
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Freeman,
and "The
Mrs. Ralph Hart, Mrs. Clarence before the ceremony
Route 1, Eddyville, on the birth
Lord's Prayer" at the close.
Hart and Cleo Hart.
Freeman,
The bride chose for her wed- of a son, Joe Harvey
Those sending gifts were Mil12, at the Princeton HosJanuary
satin
brocaded
of
grown
a
ding
dred Bryant, Billy Ray Adams,
pital.
Marie and Bob Hart and Barbara made with full skirt and train.
• • •
long sleeves and jewel neckline.
Blane.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kirby
She wore a string of pearls
birth
which was a gift of the bride- Thomas, Princeton, on the
Mrs. Franklin Host
of a son, Johnson Bruce Thomas,
groom.
Her Juliet cap of brocaded satin January 15.
To Win-Some Class
• • •
The Win-Some Class of the was trimmed in seed pearls and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Talley,
First Baptist Church met at the held her fingertip length veil of
the birth of a son,
on
,
home of Mrs. Frank Franklin, white nylon bridal illusion. She Eddyville
Robert Talley, January
West Main street, January 18. carried a bouquet of white roses. Charles
Hospital.
Mrs. Fred D. Jolly, Jr., of Mad- 15, at the Princeton
Seven members answered to roll
• • •
her
sister's
matron
s.
was
quotation
with
isonville,
call
scripture
Mr. and Mrs. George K. White,
Mrs. Sam Jones gave the devo- of honor. She wore pink satin and
116 Varmint Trace, on the
Jr.,
tional. The business session was carried pink roses.
of a daughter, Janice Franbirth
Mr. Mueller has as his best man
conducted by Mrs. Guy Nabb,
16.
his brother. Gerhard Mueller of ces White, January
president.
Mrs...Franklin„ assisted by. Mrs. St. Louis.
Joe Gresham, Western
C. A. Bramlett, served refresh-- William Wilcox an d William \Billy
y, spent the
ments to Mesdames Hugh Black- Ford of Evansville, John Barnes Business Universit
his parents, Mr.
burn, Sam Jones, Robert Boone, of Newburgh, Ind., and Robert weekend with
T Gresham.
Lela Mae Elder, Guy Nabb and Dill of Oakland City, Ind., were nd Mrs Billie
Croft, student at
Carolyn
Miss
ushers.
Fralick.
Melvin
weekend with
the
spent
Murray,
The
a
wore
dress
bride's mother
The class will meet February
Irene Croft,
Mrs.
mother,
her
15 with Mrs. Guy Nabb, Hopkins- of black crepe with black accesHighland avenue. .
ville road. Each member was sories and pink rose corsage.
Mrs. Mueller, mother of t h e
asked to bring a prospective
bridegroom, chose a green crepe ARTHRITIC, RHEUMATIC VICTIMS
member.
dress with black accessories. Her Now Offered Faster, Longer Lasting
corsage was pink roses.
Relief From Deep -Seated Pains
Mrs. Ella Guess Host
Following the ceremony, a reAmazing new "Film-Coated" tablet
To Dorcas Class Meet
ception was given in the McCur- does not have toxic, useless action in
The Dorcas Sunday School class dy Crystal Room for friends and
stomach. Pain-relieving Medicine is
of the First Baptist Church met relatives.
carried to Intestine. Strikes directly
with Mrs. Ella Guess Saturday
Mrs. Mueller received her bach- at chronic, deep-seated pain and
Reafternoon, January 20.
elor of arts degree from Western stiffness, through blood stream.
acid and speeds soothing,
Mrs. Pritchard, teacher, and Kentucky State College in Bowl- duces uricaction
wracked
pain
all
to
analgesic
Mrs. T. J. Murphy, president, ing Green. She was employed by muscles and Joints. New "Filmconducted the business. There Eastern Air Lines five years prior Coated" compound, called Ar-Panwere seventeen members and to her marriage as chief agent Ex. is available at
CORNER DRUG STORE
three visitors present.
at the city -ticket office in EvansMrs. B. M. Stone and Mrs. Char
les Cherry had charge of the social hour.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Fannie Adams in February.

MEN'S TAN AND GREY

SANFORIZED TROUSERS

visited their
dur- tion.
Raymond Shultz in Paducah
con- Mr. and Mrs. Homer I
Shultz
Rev.
weekend.
the
ing
spending a vacation II,
ducted services in Graves county and other aouthern
shit
Sunday.

BETTER BUYS

MEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT

MEI
Regui

Mrs. Brad Lacy Host
To Polly Anna Class

1•

Chambray

am, w h 1
SADACI

Clyde Hamby and family, Hop'
inryille 'Liget
at
Houston Hatter, 'studentwith
Western, spent the weekend G.
'usparents, Rev. and Mrs. H.
M. Haller, West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Cantrell,
Bowling Green, spent the weekand
end with their .parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Farmer and Mr.
Mrs. Rudy Cantrell. ,
Mrs. Labs Barnett, who has
beep 111 for several weeks, is in

•
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. 11..
Smith,.ICuen
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Mr. and M US. Jack II
and
Fancher,
e
Katherin
Farmer,
Rev. and Mrs. Joe
Alma Brasher Went to Nathville In Nashville FridayCallt
n.
Grand
the
see
to
night
Saturday
visited Vincent' Peel.
Farmer
Mr.
Opera.
0:e
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. y;
.
his ion,.James Farmer.M. Shull/
are planning to leave ti,,
Rev. , and tire. 0. and Mrs. Fort
Myers, Florida, t
son, Mt.
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HOUSE COATS
2.77
Wrap around or zipper chosing stlye . . .
in neat bold prints.
Light to deep colors.. .
thrift-metic buys at this
low price. 12 to 44.

NOTICE TO TOBACCO GROWERS

Our Plant Bed Covers Have Arrived
1 Yd. Width...3Yd.Width ...and 4 Yd. Width
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Indian Magician

tone

Mrs. Homer Mitchell, president
of Caldwell county Homemakers,
was elected delegate with Mrs.
Alvin Lisanby, alternate, to the
thirty-ninth annual Farm and
Itome Convention which will
meet January 30 through February 2 in, Lexington, by the Winter Council when the group niet
January 16 in the extension office.
Reports were given by the following: membership, Mrs. J. A.
Hemingway; publicity, Mrs. Lester Paris; recreation, Mrs. Floyd
Lewis; Farm and Home Development program, Mrs. J. A. Hemingway and Mrs. Homer Mitchell; foods, Mrs. Robert Coleman;
clothing, Mrs. Guy Shoulders; extension advisory, Mrs. Raymond
Phelps; 4-H report, Mrs.Floyd
Dunbar.
Those present were Mrs. Homer
Mitchell, Mrs. Lester Paris, Mrs.
Charles Lester, Mrs. Floyd Jones,
Mrs. Guy Shoulders, Mrs. Floyd
Lewis, Mrs. Floyd Durtbar,.Mrs.
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs..K. T. Vick, Mrs. Bernard
Jones, Mrs. Will Sigler, Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs. One Bryant, Mrs.
Raymond Phelps, Mrs. Sheltie
White, Mrs. J. J. Rogers and Mrs.
Robert Coleman.

services for John Er53, were conducted
csidence in the Crider
at 1 p. m., Friday by
lay Wigginton, pastor
Fredonia Cumberland
tr Church. Burial was
lehem cemetery.
e died at his home late
night after a long
m injuries received sevago.
the survivors are one
ouia Stone, with whom
his home; a sister, Mrs.
aylor, Princeton, and a
nieces and nephews.

ry D. Washburn
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Mrs. Mitchell Named
Delegate To Farm And
Home Week Convention

services Fp riVIgs. Wilburn, 66, risident of
v., and nether of John
urn, 309 East Market,
were conducted at the
ethodist Church Thursary 11, by the Rev. M.
Burial was in the Olive
of Marshall county.
urvivors include a son
11 county, two daughbrothers; a sister, and
children.

Fredonia Commerce Club
Organized January 18
The Fredonia Commerce Club,
composed of juniors and seniors
of the cortimercial department of
the Fredonia High School, was organized on Thursday, January 18,
it is announced.
Jerry Carner was elected president of the club with. F r a ft k
Faught named as vice-president;
Katherine Hale, secretary-treasurer, and Grady Riley, reporter.
The club made plans to meet
every two weeks during the coming semester and to have business
men as guest speakers, it was
stated.

Fredonia Senior
Has Outstanding
4-H Club Record

Elks Sponsor Party
For Outwood Veterans
ethe Princeton Elks Lodge spon-

sored a program for patients at
Outwood Veterans Hospital Sunday evening and night, featuring
Navo, Cherokee Indian magia minstrel directed by Harry
Long, it is announced.
cian, will present a Red Skin ReThe show was presented to
vue-on the Capitol Theatre stage
Miss Doris George is a student
three wards in the afternoon and
Friday matinee and night with
in the recreational hall after at Fredonia High School who ham
performances at 3:00, 7:00 and
supper. Candy, cigarettes and done outstanding work in the 4-H
9:30 o'clock, Tom Simmons, theaAGE BEFORE BEAUTY: Sixteen-month-old Mariann Bach protests with tears as 105-year-old chewing gum were given to the club.
Gustave Brenck takes the first bite of his cake at a surprise birthday party for Brenck at St. patients, it was stated.
tre manager announces. A master
Doris became a member of this
Louis. Brenck, who came here from Germany in 1869, said it was his first birthday party and
of modern illusions as well as the
organization
in 1941 at the age of
"well worth waiting for." Mariann's grandmother and the staff of the City Infirmary, where Brenck
ancient magic of his people, Navo
Card Of Thanks
nine. From 1941-1946, she carried
is the oldest patient, gave the party. (AP Wirephoto)
Mom Neal
is to reveal many of the secrets
"When friends are needed; out twelve projects, including
services for Mrs. Eva of the Indian medicine men. Infriends will be had." We earnest- sewing, canning, and cooking.
, 67, were conducted at
ly and sincerely appreciate the
In 1947, Miss George was electcluded in his performance are the
Baptist Church at 2 p.m.
kind deeds and ministrations of ed vice-president of the F..edonla
Levitation,
a
floats
lady
into
Pepper
Jones'
Hosts
by the Rev. H. G. M.
friends and acquaintances in the Senior 4-H Club. She was re4Mr. and Mrs. Billy McConnell
stor of the church. Bur- space, the Decapitation, a head To Farm, Home Group
loss of our loving son, Steven elected ilt 1948 and represented
and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powley
performance,
every
cut
at
off
Cedar Hill cemetery.
Patrick. We shall ever hold in her club at the University of KenMr. and Mrs. Pepper Jones spent Sunday in the home of Mr.
Mystery
Haunted
Totem
of
the
eal died suddenly from
were hosts to the Farm and
(By Alton L. Blakeslee)
ventions here was development of treasured memory each kind act tucky during Junior Week.
tack at her home on the Lodge, and the Giant War Drum. Home Development group which and Mrs. Rudy L. Bryant and
and thoughtfulness in our great
In 1949, two other honors were
Southbridge,
Mass.
—
Dr.
E.
D.
assisted by Claycha, known
precision spectacle lenses, giving
family in Henderson.
road near Princeton He is
anxiety. May the Lord bless each accorded her. That year she
conducted
a
tour
Jones
of
the
Tillyer's
servinventions
total 150, and an accurate field of vision over
the
as
Mystery
Maiden,
who
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
Stroube,
Lexbout 4 p. m.
of you, will ever be our hearts' ed as secretary of
farm on the Cadiz road Februthe Fredonia
he's working on more. The 68- the entire surface of the lens.
claims
through
sight
finger
her
ington,
spent
weekend
the
in
the
the Dulaney comrnunidesire.
Club and also vice-coresident of
ary 19.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert year-old research scientist h as Previously, lenses varied in magwell county, she was a tips. Also appearing in the Red
Jewell and Jerry Patterson
the Caldwell County 4-H Club
The purpose of the tour was to. Coleman, West Main street. Mrs. been with the American Optical nification power from their cen
Revue
Tex
Skin
CowAllen,
are
of the First Baptist
ters to margins.
boy stunt man performing feats of study and make plans for im- Stroube is the former Miss Bar- Co. here for 35 years.
control radio transmission wave Association and again represented
her ci u b at an encampment at
provement of the farms and bara Sue Graham.
His latest patent is for doubleDuring World War II, he de- length_
the survivors are the knife-throwing and whip-crackhomes. Mr. and Mrs. Jones pointHis list of inventions started Murray State College.
William Patterson Neal; ing, and Kitty Doreen in her inMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young and duty sun glasses that brighten veloped a speedy method of maked out their needs and plans for
long ago when he was with the - During the present year, Doris
Charles Brockmeyer, of Fredonia, dark, hazy days, and darken ing Schmidt-type correcting lenghters, M r s. Vivian terpretation of the Sacred Inca
the next three and five year perU. S. Bureau of Standards. One is serving as president of the
Fire
glaring
Dance.
sunny
This
days.
lens
cuts
ses
for
military
night-view
ing
were visitors in Princeton Monortsmouth, Oh i o, and
Fredonia 4-H Club and president
iod in the program, Miss Wilma
out
most
of
the
blue
portion
of
instruments.
These
lenses take project then was redesigning subI Lee Orr, Marion, and employed in Detroit. He joined
day.
Vandiver, home demonstration
light, and haze is caused by fine wider angles than any others, and marine periscopes to increase of Caldwell County 4-H Club Aschildren
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young
t h e Cumberland Presbyterian agent said.
particles of dust or moisture that are used for television projectors, their field of vision and illumina- sociation, again having representand Miss Katherine Garrett reChurch at Flatrock at an early
ed these groups at the State Juntion.
diffuse more blue light than yel- and for faster X-ray pictures.
Families attending this meetWednesday
turned
from Louis- low
age.
A. Riley
Righ now, Dr. Tillyer is ex- ior Week Meeting held at the
or red rays. These lenses
ing included Mr. and Mrs. RusAnother
Tillyer
invention
was
services for Arthur
Among the survivors are three sell Yates, Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs. ville where they attended the Ice were used by pilots and ski troopUniversity of Kentucky. She la
special glass for use in movie ploring other "interesting possi,ey, 61, were conductest sons and three daughters, Sylvon, Albert Hartigan, Eddy Creee; Follies.
bilities," as he puts it, without chairman of the county 4-H couners in World War II.
projectors,
to
reduce heat that
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks and
umberland Presbyterian hey and Allen Riley; Mrs. Mar- Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Orange, White
giving details. For, he says, cil.
One of Dr. Tillyer's first in- might make film catch on fire.
t Fredonia Wednesday at shall Woodall and Mrs. Ray School; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Prince, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Jr.,
"there is still much work to be
In addition to the above honors,
He has developed welding
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fears and
by the Rev. Ray Wig. Pruess, all of 13- en ton Harbor, Cadiz road. Other members in spent the weekend in Memphis as
done to extend the frontiers of Doris has many ribbons to her
glasses,
instruments
to
test
vitor of the church. Bur- Michigan, and Mrs. Adolph Lew- the program are Mr. and Mrs. guests of adr. and Mrs. H. Jen- children have returned from a vaoptical science."
honor and credit. She received the
catilm and business trip in the sion, trial lenses for eye tests,
the Asher cemetery.
is, Detroit; three brothers, Jesse Ted Holt, Crider, and Mr. and nings Goza and daughter Ann.
county blue ribbon for demonnew
method
of
controlling light
ey died in a hospital in and Dallas Riley, Crider, Paul Mrs. Earl Wood, Cobb.
Sunday dinner guests in the southern states.
The taiga is one of the greatest stration work both in 1948 and
reflections on glass, and a pro- forest
eek, Michigan, at 12:30 Riley, Champaign, Ill.; sister,
areas of the world—some 1949; she also won the district
Irene Maahburn, Mrs. Lee
R. A. Mabry, county agent, home of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Stineday after a long illness. Mrs. Tinney Turley, Crittenden stated that the next meeting will baugh, 410 Hopkinsville street, in- Mashburn and Mr. and Mrs. cess of annealing optical glass 4,000 miles long and from 1,000 to red ribbon for camp work
in 1949
y was returned to the county, and 11 grandchildren. be held in the Extension Office, cluded Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Bar- Thomas White spent last Wed- for better lenses.
2,000 miles wide, across Siberia and The district green ribbon the
One
glass
that
resists
Funeral Home here Mrs. Riley preceded him in death January 26, beginning at 10 a. m. rett, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wat- nesday in Owensboro.
tne cor- and consisting principally of con- same year for being a star
campafternoon.
in July, 1941.
son, Sr., south of Princeton, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Clift and rosive action of hydrofluoric acisl iferous trees.
er. Last year she received the
ye of the Crider cornAncient peoples believed in the county red ribbons for food judgIce cutters around Boston and William Bateman, Fresno, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Clift were was used early in A-bomb work.
Mr. Riley had lived in
There are about 7,000 ice manu- northward of t•n can cut two Mrs. John H. Stinebaugh and called to Murphysboro, flI., SunDr. Tillyer also developed a existence of "adamant", supposed ing and demonstration work and
county until the later facturing plants in the United "harvests" of ice two feet thick daughter, Nina Catherine, Car- day because of the SeTiOUS illness method of cutting thin, wafer-like to be a metal or a stone of im- awarded the state red ribbon
for
his life when he was States.
bondale, Ill.
in one year.
of a relative, Dr. R. E. Ransmeyer. crystals of quartz. The crystals penetrable hardness.
food judging.
- —
-
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Help You See More
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HUMANE CARE OF CASUALTIES WROUGHT SPIRIT OF VICTORY IN KOREA
WOUNDED MN IN KOREA
WERE QUICKLY TRANSPORTED TO U. S.
of the wouaded, effected through the magnificent tear,- work
ranches of the armed services, was an outstanding achieve.,tnt
ueeessful withdrawal from Northern Korea. Americans s.!io
the foe relentlessly, although surrounded and pitifilly out, refused to consider retreat and struggled on stoutly in a
of direction. To these men there is no such word as defeat,
ught through the snow and ice, inflicting enormous casualt es
enemies and at the same time carried their own wounded
y. In all American military history there is no battle drama
als this in dogged determination and individual gallantry.
ded men and those suffering the horrors of frostbite were
to cleared areas, where they were picked up by helicopters
nsported till air bases where transport planes flew them to
a in Japan. Many subsequently were brought to Hawaii and
al centers in the United States.
this was dose is shown in the chart below which was prey the Array. Casualties in the other services were handled
ilar man•er.

MEDICAL EVACUATION FLOW CHART
Korea to California—
THE FROlVY LINES, wounded
ught by litter, jeep or motto

EN AK/ STATION

receive firs ski and emergency
t and are moved by jeep or
ace to

RIOT COLLECTING VA

y wounded patients are flown
licopter to a Mobile Army
Hospital MASH/

OVERCOME BY FATIGUE, MARINES SLEEP IN THE SNOW—When U. N. forces, withdrawing
from northeast Korea were halted on an icy trail in subzero temperatures by • Red Chinese roadblock,
many of the men sank down in their tracks and slept until the weary march was resumed. Plucky
Americans refused to call this • retreat, but fighting in another direction, and carried their dead and
wounded.
CARRYING WOUNDED FROM FRONT LINES —These entrapped Marines struggle down • road
with a helpless litter patient to a cleared strip for air evacuation to hospitals in Japan. The highest
number of pat enta to be evacuated in a single day was on December 5 when 1,680 casualties were flown
from the battle area to a rear air base.

go by air en to Japan. Others
ambulance to Division Clearlions (some directly from
Aid Stations).

DIV CLEARING STA

it Stations send patients by
train to Evacuation Hospitals,

EVACUATION HOP

paticats ge from Evacuation
Is by air direct to Japan;
go from Pusan by ship
INC JAPAN, most patients
at the 1111th Station Hospital
Doke (from which some are
ell to duty). Others are flown
Korea to the hasuke airfield
ribotion by rail. ambulance
to hospitals in Japan

I PITH STA NOV
FUKUOKA

BUTE TO THE STATES by
or air, some patients receive
at Triplet. Army Hospital.
are Sown to Travis AFB for
on to hospitals in the United

Moo
tremaseeass—M Isamosississ

(KANEDA AIRFIELD I
1
TRIFLER ARMY 140V
HAWAII
RAPS Al' LAST ON HOSPITAL AIR STRIP --The final stage in the grim drama against hordes
of Chinese Communists and subzero weather of the, North Korean winter was set by this transport
plane of the U. B. Far East Air Forces Combat Cargh Command loading wounded for air evacuation to
Japan.
wwnsewtsfis• wow

WOUNDID AND FROSTBITTEN AWAIT MEDICAL MD —Marines' casualties are assembled at •
isie evacuation to hospitals behind the Korean fighting front and eventual flight by plane
to japan. The wounded wore transported to this desolate spot on stretchers and in jeeps
091111119111a trails in subzero weather.
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Rules Are listed
For Keeping Child
Healthy In Winter

Coleman, Vick Attend
Refrigerator Showing
Curtis W. Coleman, of Coleman-Dunn Co., and K. T. Vick,
salesman, attended the showing of
International Harvester company's 1951 refrigerators at Evansville,. Indiana, last week, it Is announced.
Mr. Coleman said the new refrigerators now may be keyed to
any kitchen color scheme. The
buyer has a choice of 10 colors,
including black and white. The
colors are plastic plaques, interchangeable so the color can be
changed to harmonize With changes in the kitchen color scheme.

Surgeons Conquer
Prostate Troubles

(ley Frank Carey)
Washington -- Dr. A. L. Wolbarst says mother nature did a
poor engineering job on man's
(By David Taylor Marke)
prostate gland. This New York
Parents must exercise good,
doctor says the construction of
hard common sense if they want
the tiny organ and the way it is
Junior to maintain good health at
positioned in the body accounts
this season of the year.
In large part for the misery It can
According to Dr. Thomas N.
cause among males of all ages
Bocker, pediatrie'an an general
from the cradle to the grave.
practitioner on the staff of the
And yet, he adds, medical and
St. Elizabeth's Hospital in New
surgical science usually can whip
York City, there are Lour cardinal
this "supreme trouble maker"
rules to be followed: Proper food;
among man's sex organs when it
adequate clothing; proper play "Of course, these are not exactgets out of kilter.
and proper environment. Says he: ly earth-shaking. But many parThe prostate, the shape and
and
again
told
be
ents have to
size of a horse chestnut, furnishes
late—a
too
again before it is
a secretion essential to the life
child's health is maintpineti by
and activity of sperm—the male
something more than merely payseed of life.
ing lip service to these rules."
But it is placed right near the
A balanced diet for this season
neck of tile bladder. Also, a "tuncold.
This
combat
to
necessary
is
nel" is provided through the prosmeans less starch and more of
tate for a tube called the urethra.
vegetable
the green and yellow
It is through the urethra that
'lasses; more of the so-called
urine leaves the bladder..
vitamin group and iron group for
Thus if something happens to
children, says the doctor.
inflame or enlarge the prostate
This does not mean just trying
gland an obstruction can occur in
to stuff junior full of these propthe urethra—impeding the norer foods, he says. It means parmal flow of urine. This can cause
ents must carefully decide on the
various kinds of painful trouble,
foods required and then let junor even death.
ior decide which in each.class he
"A competent efficiency engilikes the best. "A child who eats
neer never would have placed the
willingly will be the healthier for
prostate in the position it occupies
it, he says.
in the body," the doctor says in
One fallacy, parents seem to 'SWING YOUR PARTNER': Associated justice William 0. Doug
an article in The Merck Report, a
share in general, he says, is that las, of the U. S. supreme court, swings Mrs. Max Truitt, daughter publication of Merch & Company,
junior is to be kept indoors when of Vice President Barkley, in a square dance routine at Washing- Inc., manufacturing chemists.
the weather is cold outside. Noth- ton, D. C. The dance was at the home of former Russian AmbasHe offers no suggestion as to a
ing can be farther from the truth. sador Joseph Davies. The justice and his partner were practic- better place, however.
ing
for
the
Jan.
25
amateur
radio
program
which
will
feature
top
If junior's feet are dry and his
The prostate causes most trouMaybe he's a Hardware Dealer, throat covered, he can go out officials of the government and congress, and their families. (AP ble among men over 50.
At about
a Printer, Dentist, Baker or In- and play in the coldest weather Wirephoto)
that time, many men—for reasons
surance Man. Whatever his busi- without any after effects but the
playing with are likewise, he'll his mother undresses him for in- unknown—experience an enlargeness . . . whatever the product best. And don't be afraid to let
be
the better off for the compan- door play, the change in tempera- ment of the gland. It's believed
or service you are looking for, him play with other children. If
that between 30 and 60 per cent
ionship
of other children.
ture may be too much for him.
you'll find it in the
he was in good shape on leaving
of all males suffer from an enThe main thing, says Dr. Bock"The other kid is dressed more
the house, and the children he is
larged prostate in their advancing
ner, who has cared for thousands sensibly, as you can see,"
'YELLOW PAGES'
he conof
children,
is
to
see that they tinued. "He, too, is wearing a ski- years, says Dr. Wolbarst.
of your Telephone Directory
Fortunately it can often be reare properly dressed. "See those ype suit. But note
the freedom lieved by surgery. In one type of
two kids down the street?" he of movement
Save time and trouble! Always
he achieves That's operation, the prostate gland is
asked, pointing to two smartly because he is
look first in the 'YELLOW
Those w h o have achievwearing a good, entirely removed, leaving uredressed youngsters below us. warm suit,
PAGES' when you want to know
ed a place of responsiprobably, under that thra intact but unobstructed.
"They
look
well
dressed,
don't
are
not
the
bility
kind
warm ski suit and that is more
WHO BUYS — SELLS
In a newer type of operation,
they? Yet, I predict that if the than
af people who dislike
RENTS — REPAIRS
enough with the muffler an instrument equipped with
an
parents of the little boy down around his
to be bonded for a
neck. He won't catch electric blade is inserted in the
there keep on dressing him the cold, no
bond is an evaluation
matter how much he runs urethra. Obstructing
tissue is
way they do, he'll be sick before around,
of their worth PLUS
because he can't get ov- burned away.
very long.
security for the comerheated. His clothes are not
"Look at him wobble as he tries binding,
Sometimes a cancerous growth
pany employing them.
and when he gets into run, arms stretched stiffly side- doors, the
occurs in conjunction with an enWe are well known for
transition from one atways from his body. Why, that
our knowledge of bondmospheric condition to another larged prostate. In fact, it is estikid probably has three sweaters,
mated that between 15 and 30 per
ing.
is not so great."
jodhpurs, zipper pants and sevcent of enlarged prostates are
eral mufflers on under that ski
Door locks in the 18th Century cancerous. In such cases surgical
suit. All that perspiration he's
removal of as much prostate tisfrequently
were large and elab- sue as possible
throwing off is clinging to his
is required, and
COMPLETE isSuRANCE SERVICE
SOUTHERN BILL TELEPHONE
sweaters and his b od y can't orately designed. Some were more the patients require additional
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
breathe properly. Why he's so than a foot long and required treatment such as X-ray or radwarmly dressed now that when keys half that length.
ium.
Logwood is a dyestuff made for
But elderly men are not the
fabrics from fibres of vegetable only potential sufferers from the
origin.
trouble making gland.

MARK CURN61/4M

Almost at birth, says Dr. Wolberet, comolete or partial retention of urine may occur as a result of cysts—small sacs containing fluid—in .the prostate gland.
Fortunately, many of them break
by themselves. A doctor can
break others.
Growing boys can experience
an obstruction too, but a u ch a
block Is correctible by simple surgery.
During youth and early adolescence, says Wolbarst, the prostate usually is quiet and inactive
—but it is extremely liable to inflammation and infection once
sexual activities begin. Such conditions are to be distinguished
from the enlargement of the prostate seen in many older men.
In the days before the sulfa
drugs and penicillin, prostate infection was a serious. complication of gonorrhea. The germs of
that disease would get into the
"pockets" of the gland. It was
difficult to eradicate them.
Tuberculosis and other bacteria
can also inflame the prostate, and
so can sexual excesses, the (lector
says.

FORMULA FOR PEACE
Long Beach, Calif. —
Fifty-eight years of mare
without a quarrel—that's
ord Claimed by Mr. and Mei
jansin C. Scott.
'It's the truth," Mis Boit
a dubious reporter. "There
use in arguing or fmsing,
good does it do? We just I,
done it."
"No," Mr. Scott nodded,
haven't."
What do they do when tit
mad at each other. "I don
mad," said Mrs. Scott. "I j
it pass over," said Mr Scott,

The first of five meetings of a
4-H Tractor Maintenance school
will be held at the- International
Harvester garage on West Main
street in Princeton, beginning at
9:30 a. m., Saiturday, January 27,
James S. Roger, assistant county
agent announces.
Thirty-eight 4-H boys in the
county have signed up for the
tractor program which will end
February 24, it was seated.
Other meetings scheduled to he the school are invited to
held in the county include one at the meetings, it was stated
the John Deere agency in Prince- 'Sometime during the
ton on February 3; the Allis-Chal- summer a driving coated
mers agency in Fredonia on Feb- these club members will be
ruary 10; The Case and Ford, The winner of this contest
Princeton, February 17, and the be sent to the State Fair in
Ferguson agency, Princeton, Feb- tember by the local tractor
ruary 24.
ers to compete against other
T h e school is offered to 4-H members in a state tractor
Club members in order that they ing contest, Roger said.
may learn more about the care
The westernmost caps
and maintenance of farm tractors.
Fathers of 4-H members attending Europe is Lisbon, Pottugat

Lilting, lovely Vicky Vaughn Junior that's flying
high in smart young sets! You'll love its tiny turn
of waist, its Trapunto-type applique on
kangaroo
pockets that go down, down, down almost to hemline. Button-ball trimmed, sun gay in Carnac's fine
Sanforized broadcloth. Gold, melon, lovebird
green, blue, pink. Sizes 9 to 15.
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Wiry Mao name

•Top value of the top 4
lowest price cars!
• A new longer wheelbase!
•Dramatic new styling!
•"Miracle ride" comfort!
•Seldom needs repairs!

Mod WWI.

AMY!Yoe II snalabit,et

ANEW V-8
THAT'S TRULY GREAT!:

Studebaker
Commander VNEEDS NO PREMIUM FUEL!

Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Phone 2053

Princeton, Ky

Mrs. Ethel Caraway, Box 192, Clay, Louisiana,
who had such a deficiency:"I had been suf_
fering from pains in
my neck so bad I
couldn't sleep and
had no appetite. I
decided to try HADACOL,since the testimonials of so many
people convinced me
It was worth a
chance. After taking
only one bottle, all
the pain and soreness had left my
body. I found my energy had returned and
now I feel better than I have in years."

day. If you have such a deficiency, don't keep dragging yourself around when
relief is so inexpensive and
near at hand—your neighborhood drugstore. Trialsize bottle, only $1.25.
Large family or hospital
size, $3.50.
HADACOL comes in special liquid form so that it's
quickly absorbed and assituated by the blood. A
big improvement is often
noticed within a few days.
Buy HADACOL today.
•nook vs. Law Gorp••••thrs

t
g,

• and w'is,
yrdwetoe
ewere dedica

'Greens wh
d position

•

men tis often noticed within
a few days!
WI1AT HADACOL DOES
This great product not only
supplies weak, deficient
systems with extra quantities of Vitamins Bi,B2,Iron
and Niacin but also beneficial amounts of precious
Calcium and Phosphorus—
elements so vital to maintain good health and to
help guard against such
deficiency ailments.
BE PAIR TO TOOREILIP.
Start taldrig TIADACOL to-

end,liee
or•5 e°0
with

dir•ot{
rs

Mn. Lawrence Theriot, 740 Arabella Street, New Mr. W. L. Daniels, Springfield, Missouri, who
Orleans,Louisiana, ls most enthusiastic in her had a deficiency of Vitamins Bi, B2, Iron
praise of HADACOL.
and Niacin: "I can
She states: "HADAdefinitely recom, COL hasbeen ablessmend HADACOL. I
•
ing to me. For quite
was bothered with
some time I suffered
pains, had little appainsin my arms and
petite and had stomhands. Then I tried
ach distress. I was
a bottle of HADACOL
nervous and in a
and was greatly regeneral run-down
lieved. After the
' condition. There is
third bottle all pains
it no doubt in my mind
left me."(HADACOL
k
but that HADACOL
gives such wonderful has been a real and definite help in all
results because it actually relieves the REAL these ailments."(Hundreds
cams of aches and pains when due to these ommend HADACOL. If youof Doctors recare suffering
deficiencies. And continued use helps pre-. pains when due to such
deficiencies try
vent such aches and pains from coming HADACOL. It's
guaranteed to help you or
back!)
money back.)

WHY HADACOL GIVES SUCH WONDERFUL RESULTS

ust Ir°111
, ,tion Mori

• • .

When Due to Lack of Vitamins Bi, 62, Iron and Niacin
in Their Systems!

ACT NOW —HADACOL is
not a quick-acting pill
which gives symptomatic
relief—HADACOL gives
such remarkable results
because it actually relieves
the REAL mum of aches and
pains when due to lack of
Vitamins Bi, Bs, Iron and
Niacin in the system. And
continued use ofHADACOL
not only helps give continuous, complete relief but
also helps prevent such
annoying pains from coming back. A big improve-
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09"e
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veder
.
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rit„),16,1261.

'
Made

• I, 1931.
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ACTUAL CASES WHERE HADACOL
HAS RELIEVED NAGGING PAINS IN
ARMS, LEGS, BACK,SHOULDERS

Mr. Barry Springer a/ 5608 Greer Avenue, St.
Lends, Missouri: "I had nagging aches and
pains for some time r
and I continued to •
suffer pain. Then I
read about HADACOL in a newspaper.
I bought the first r
bottle and within a
week I felt quite a bit
better. And since
taking the third bottle I have no pains at
all. Right now five of
my co-workers are
taking HADACOL on my recommendation."

eWS

Gladsome Vicky Vaughn Junior to send you off
on a merry-go-round of fun, whenever and wherever you wear ill Wide lapels, flapped pockets,
big disc buttons all on the double . . for twice
your share of attention. In I P Steven's Sanforized
plaid gingham spiked with white. Choose in
raw
cowl gay plaid, green, brown, navy. Sizes 9 to
15.

Flirtsome, flippant, definitely "follow-me
that's this Vicky Vaughn Junior' See the I
pretty collar . . . big double pockets sharpe
with new sawtooth edging,
frolicked with butt
Gay, giddy and glad-priced,
too .. in rabri
an Everglaxe embossed
crease-resistant cot
Maize, blue, pink, aqua.
Sixes 9 to 15.
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TRUCKS LAST LONGER
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PRINCETON CREAMERY

See em toofty/

RANDOLPH MOTOPhoRS
ne 2080

W. Main

C-0ci\vretkeir

Cayce-Yost

Make Your Own and Save!

TO HELP YOU
SEW FASTER, EASIER, BETTER
FMedilled

THE SPACE-THRIFTY REFRIGERATOR
THAT'S MODERN AS TOMORROW
HOLDS MORE FOOD
TAKES LESS SPACE
ALL SAFE COLD
TOP TO BASE AND
FRONT TO BACK

6. REVOLVING
SPOOL PINS

S. SUILT-IN
SEWLIOHT

R. AUTOMATIC
50115IN
WINDER

9 LEVER FO!
)
FORWARD
AND
BACKWARD
SEWING

4. FINGERTIP
PRESSURE
RELEASE
3 DIAL TENSIO
CONTROL

10 DIAL
STITCH-LENGTH
REGULATOR

2. HINGED
PRESSER FOOT
I. FOUR POINT
FEED

A
EVOLUTIONARY

It's the new Coolerator
Queen for '50—the only
refrigerator that's bigger
on the inside than it looks
on the outside. Only 28
inches wide—yet gives you
9?§ cu, ft. of the most usable capacity you've ever
seen. See the amazing new
Coolerator Queen at our
store today.

EW KIND OF REFRIGERATOR
The sketch at the left shows you
out of
why you get more in and
hap
a Coolerator. The motor
t,
been taken out of the cabine
flattened out, and placed, up
of
out of the way, on the back
whole
the refrigerator to free the
Coolinterior for storage. Only
the
erator has the Zerolator on
r
back with the entire interio
base
safety refrigerated top to
and front to back.

! Bee the

1'

esisiant
to 15.

TWO KINDS OF FREEZING CUR
I —Primates Cold in the full-width.
foly stores 40 lbs
Freezer Chest
of frozen food.
2—Quick ChlRing Cold in AdSR

$16

with
lly designed to help you
you'll think were especia
n's clothes,
High fashioned dresses, childre
your next sewing project
more fun
darning -all are easier and
curtains, drapes, mending,
see and try
Sewmachine. Come in and
to do on • Domestic

Features

these features for yourself.

4,...
ems NOW TRUE FEATURES

FURNITURE STYLED CABINETS
&signori for use In any room

HELP TOUR SEWING

a haw weeks awayl
You know Raster la just
getting your
Ifs high time you ware
It's say.
Spring sewing plans lined up.
you
U. hui ... and it's thrifty, too when
big Fabrics bodkin.
do your shopping in our
on of new
You'll bad a plosions selecti
now and ever
rayon prints and many other

goasclous fabrics ... all priced fog
envision now.

of your ham*

I. POUR POINT FEED- Amounts
straight stitching
FOOT-L•t•
2. KIMONO
you sew over basting pins.

A ut•rnolic Mt. A
Imoutlfol plec•t0
forniter•.

2. DIAL TENSION CONTROLadiosanont.
FIN ...ram tension
URI RISSSSS
TIP
VIN•IR
4.
LEASE - Lets you dem and mead
without attachments.

Few drawer desk
model Wainut•or
mahatmas! finish.

R. AUTOMATIC RORSIN WINDsit -DIsenge••• when bobbin Is
properly filled.

ed with
. in

SEWMACHINES

V. WIDII UNDER -ARM SPACE
Is of room Far curtain.. deep...

ets s

mon 041,f;;i6
FOR gft4e;oe,

ons
S.SOILS-IN SEWLIONT-LighI
your sewing Prevents eye strain.
6. REVOLVING SPOOL PINSPrwents tangled ee broken threads.

ollow-me"

s

chino
imitable Chill-R-Ator Shelf
a jiffy.
desserts, and beverages in

Ulna MON,CUD
Sins CrispStorage in the King
the right
0-Lator with exactly

temperature and humidity for
fresh fruita and vegetables.
Glass covered—beide over 20
quarts.

R. FORWARD AND SACRWARD
SEWING-Tack corners without
stopping machine.
10. DIAL STITCN -MOTIF RM.
ULA TO* -Th• right stitch for
Oveey onnent.

Buy Domestic and Save
In Hopkinsyille It's

ELDRED HOWE. CO.

CAYCE-YOST

•

Thursday, Janua
Page Ten
Rose And Garden Club
To Meet February 1

Ur

dc

The Princeton Rose and Garden Club will meet at the George
Coon Memorial Library on Thursday, February 1 at 7:30 p. m. Dr.
J. J. Rosenthal, vice president of
the club, will have charge of the
meeting.
The program will be presented
by Mrs. Bernice Davis and Mrs.
Henry Sevison.
Members are urged to bring
house plants for exhibit, it was
stated.
•
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Princeton Creamery
Host To 105 Dairymen
The Princeton Cream & Butter Company was host to 105
milk producers, herdsmen and
employees of the company at a
party in the Princeton Hotel Saturday night, January 20.
"The party was given in appreciation of the good work done
by dairy owners and workers in
the past two years to supply the
people of Princeton and surrounding towns with Grade A milk",
an official of the company said.
After the dinner, talks were
made by B. T. Daum, H. A. Tra
via, Robert S. Jacob, Dr. W. L.
Cash and J. B. Lester. Music was
furnished by Judy Peebles and
an entertainment was given by
John D. Lapp, magician of Albion, Ill.

ADDRESSES KIWANIANS
Lt. Col. Louis B. Besbeck, of
Fort Campbell and a Japanese
prisoner of war for three and a
half years during World War II,
was guest speaker at the regular
weekly meeting of the Princeton
Lithography w as invented in
Kiwanis Club Wednesday at the
1798 by Alois Senefelder, an obPrinceton Hotel.
scure Bavarian actor and dramatist.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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WHEN HUBBY COMES
HOME TIRED
AT NIGHT,
HE WANTS MEAT
TENDER., FRESH
AND

RIGHT/

35c
33c
$1.69
10c
25c
30c
29c
39c
39c
17c
29c
50c

OLEO, Keyko, lb.
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls
CIGARETTES, all popular brands
GUM, pks. 3 for
CANDY BARS, 6 for
EVAPORATED PEACHES, lb.
PIE CRUST MIX, Betty Crocker 2 for .
V.8 VE(3. JUICE, 46 oz. can
POTATOES, Cobblers, 10 lbs. for
LETTUCE. lg. firm heads
BANANAS, ripe yellow, 2 lbs.
FROSTY MORN SAUSAGE, lb.

HAM

Classified Ails
WANTED: Furnished apartment,
serviceman, no children; first
floor, gas heat, modern private
bath, Feb. 1, phone 3844. 30-1tp

four-room house. Stock barn.
Well in yard. Easy terms. Kelley C. Morse, Real Estate Agen•
30-2t0
cy, Princeton.

WANTED: Due to a recent resignation, ye have an opening in
Princeton now for an ambitious
woman, 40 or older, to represent Avon. Wonderful earning
opportunity. Write P. 0. Box
FOR SALE: Two rockers to dav30-Hp
405, Owensboro, Ky.
enport suit; coal stove; 9 x 12
wool rug; stalk cutter. Ray FOR SALE: At Leader office,
30-lip
Tayloe.
Remington Rand Duplicator
stencil, correction fluid,
ink,
steel
ireman
Iron-F
SALE:
FOR
ribbon, carbon paptypewriter
blower
and
stoker
with
furnace
er, also Remington Rand typeattached. In excellent condition.
writers and adding machine.
Priced to sell.,Phone 2141 or
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton. FOR SALE: For high quality baby
tfc
chicks, see Cherry's Produce,
phone 3656, Princeton. 27-4tc
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try WANTED: Will pay 12.00 for
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
junked batteries; 17c for beef
your head in our business
hides. Will buy all kinds of
45-tf:
junked metal. Cherry's Produce,
phone 3656, Princeton. 27-4tc
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
LOST: Navy billfold 41_Princeton
Shoe Store last Friday. Finder
please return to Finkel's Fair
30-11p
Store.

models; clocks, jewelry repair- FOR SALE: Hay and bedding, at
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
home and at Lewistown. Edwin
"Pete" Russell, certified watch29-2tc
Lamb, Phone 3043.
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tie WANTED: Young man for General Stockroom w o r k, packing,
NEED MONEY for livestock,
shipping, order filling.
equipment or farm operation?
No experience necessary. SalCharles Hester, representing
ary $1.00 per hour. Time and
West Ky. Production Credit
half over 40 hours. 44 hour
Association, will maintain an
week. Paid holidays and vacaoffice in the rear of the Federal
tions. Write Wagner Electric
Land Bank office on Mondays
Corp., 2411 South Parkway,
-Corn e in and talk to him.
Chicago 16, 111., Attention Mr.
30-4tp
30-4te
J. H. Wolf.
HEATER REPAIR: We are fac- GET AHEAD OF WINTER: Have
tory authorized service station
your car completely serviced
for repairing your "South
and checked for the cold months
Wind" car heater. Strong's
ahead. Strong's Texaco SerTexaco Service, corner Main &
vice, Main & Plum streets.
Plum streets, phone 3111. c-tf
18-elf
Phone 3111.

LUX FLAKES
LG.
PKG.

BATH
SIZE

2

and Prove to Yourself That
SWAN TOILET SOAP

2

TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
2 oz. can
/
101

3/

BATH
SIZE

ma.

31c

PKG.

Customers' Corner

DUST

SILVER

Cannon Face Cloth in
Every Box
LG.
PKG.

30-1tc SHOW! SHOW! SHOW! the
John Deere Day will be at the
300
bales,
FOR SALE: Hay, about
Capitol Theatre Feb. 13. Mark
slightly damaged. Will sell
your calendar now for the date.
cheap. Alvin Lisarsby, Phone
Come and bring the family and
30-2tc
3383.
friends. We will be looking for
FOR SALE: Piano for sale, reasyou. Robinson Implement Litt
onable price. Phone 2304. 30-1tc
30-3tc
Motor Co.

34c
Giant Pkg, 65c

SPRY SHORTENING
eLB.
44CAN
1-Lb. Can 39c

1.07

PALMOLIVE
TOILET SOAP
REG.
SIZE

Bars

2

19c
BOUQUET

CASHMERE

10(

SALMON, Derby
No. 1 tall can

(
25

CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent No. 2 can

32c

25(
25c
29(

PEAS. Handy, standard
No. 2 can
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. box
SARDINES, Oval
15 oz. can 1'4c

Acal S,
213 :
:
pokN....

Ky. Beauty
ilk

3/

EVAPORATED MILK, Sunshine
tall can

DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin, full
cream

lb.

HOMINY, Scott County
No. 2 can
HYDROX COOKS, Stinehine
small boX

58it

9(

lie

50(

MACKE(HVI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
19(
!pkgs.

14(

VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
22 oz. can

ROCKLAND MOLASSES, New Orleans 22k
lb.
genuine

GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
or Turnip No. 2 can

ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
44 ox. can

SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
No. can

29(

11k

10(
10(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS, large fancy ripe
lb.

2/

Mors e, Princeton
30-1tp

LAUNDRY SOAP

2

Bare

17c

BLENDED JUICE

25c

ORANGE JUICE,sweet,45 oz. can
APRICOTS, Iona unpeeled halves
No. 2% e,an
.
LIMA BEANS, Iona, 16-oz. can
SAUERKRAUT, A & P, No. 2 can
GREENS, Kale, Turnip or Mustard
No. 2 ean
HOMINY, lam

2fee
lie
10e

lee
Mo. MS Goal

17
36e
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Suit., No. 2% can
PEACHES, lona, sliced or halves
29c
No 2% ean
CORN, A & P Fancy, golden whole
16e
kernel, No. 303 can
BEVERAGES, Yukon Club, plus bottle
29e
dep., 3 24-oz. bets.
SARDINES, in oil or mustard
4 cans
1
3 No. /

2.5e

lie

330

20-oz. pkg.
KARO SYRUP, Blue Label, 24 oz.
bottle
OCTAGON Laundry Soap, 3 lg. bars
OCTAGON SOAP Granulated
lg. pkg. with dish cloth

22c
30e
lic

20e
25c
31s

KITCHEN

SUGAR CURED JOWL,
41(

KLENZER

2

20(

21*

Cans

JOAN OF ARC
KIDNEY BEANS
Get cash for any helpful purpose by seeing us for a loan
on your car. Prompt attention
and initnediate servIce.Pbone
or come in today.

2 "C:i.

25c

JOAN OF ARC
BUTTER BEANS

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WWS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

2

LARGE
No. 303
Cans

-23c
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ZENS OF T

65c
71e

BUTTER, Wildatere, 1-1b. roll
AMERICAN CHEESE, Mel-0-11k
sliced, lb.
N. Y. SHARP Cheddar Mine,lb.
mild
CHEDDAR CHEESE, W:
lb.

Gordon
write I. C officials

v :
ch
thein
s

SUNNYBROOK GRADE A

CTN.
DOZ.

1Puntil vot
tnnie5
o( the
• Ma
c
effort possible
every ert:ngrd
st;:

53e
lb 59e
lie

LARGE EGGS

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Ann Page
•
17e
1-1b. pkg.
TOMATO SOUP, Ann Page, 10%-oz
fe
Can
SPAGHETTI, Ann Page, prepared
25e
2 154-oz. cans
33e
SALAD DRESSING, Ann Page, pt.
SPARKLE, Gelatin Demotes, 3 pkgs.
KIDNEY BEANS, Sultana Red
lie
2 16-oz. cans
CHERRY JAM, Ann Page, 1-1b. jar
lie
PORK & BEANS. Ann Page, 16-os. jar

"lei&

l real
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h
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secti
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:

STRAWBERRIES, Bluegrass Frozen,
16-oz. pkg.
LIMA BEANS (baby) table tested
12-os. pkg.
PRUNES, A & P-Delmonte or Sun
sweet, 1-1b. pkg.

RED BEANS

( APPLES, Roman Beauty, U. S. No. 1
29
1O

Ane had
ents
resnpi5".
in
00 ci
11nb:
7
at
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otrefro
rneefn
etagteb
sppes
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4k
ORANGES, Florida, 8 lb. bag
39e
.
GRAPEFRUIT, 1 lb. bag
SliltEl YAMS, Farts Rises, I lbs..... lie
APPLES, Fancy Box, Western, Rod
Tie
Delicious, 2 lbs.
tee
GRAPES, California Red, 2 lbs.
POTATOES, New Fla. Red, 3 lbs. ... t5e
lb. Irk
GREEN BEANS, fresh tender

SULTANA

IN CHILI GRAVY
111-0s.
Can

knew

BLACK SEA BASS, dressed
SHEEPSHEAD, full dressed white
perch
COD FILLETS, shiniest
RED PERCH FILLETS
HADDOCK FILLETS ..

10

31c

37c
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thgeirlicoouthe l Io
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council
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age that a
by officials of
'realised
•
Good
seer the end of
roundhouse, but only
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Varmint Trace
St present
peti-

POTATOES

1-1b. can
TOMATO JUICE, Iona, 46-es. ean .
CRACKERS, N.B.C. Prem. Saltines
1-1b. box
DRIED BEANS, Pinto or Gr. North.
2 lb. pkg.
QUAKER OATS, quick Or ref20-oz. pkg.
AUNT JEMIMA'S Pancake Flour

2

x:eti

TURKEYS, full dressed, 18 lbs. up
lb.
SHRIMP, fresh frozen, med. size
OYSTERS, standard, pint tin

376

47e
25e

250

was
of Prineeton
council Monday
to the

IDAHO BAKING

$1.55

CLEANSER
16-0Z.
claims
having
Al! persons
BOX
against the above styled case
will come forward and present
same, properly proven on or before February 24, 1951, or be forTREND
ever barred. All persons knowing
DETERGENT
themselves indebted to the above
11-0Z.
styled case will please come forward and settle same on or be- PKG.
fore February 24, 1951.
AMY FRANCES LITTLEPAGE,
Master Commissioner, Caldwell
DUFFS CAKE MIX
30-3tc
Circuit Court.
DEVIL'S FOOD
RED CROSS TO MEET
18-0Z.
The quarterly meeting of the
PKG.
board of directors of the American Red Cross will be held Tuesday, January 23, at 4 p. m., in the
DIAL
Red Cross room. All members
are urged to attend, it is anSOAP
nounced.
Bars

he
aciuon
isirIroatr
:rce

G

HAMS, Fully Cooked, Shank Portion
511e
lb.
lb. 4k
SLAB BACON, any size cut
lb. 4Se
SMOKED PICNICS, 4 to II lb. avg.
lb. 25e
SMOKED JOWLS,sugar cured
lb 23c
BACON SQUARES, cello wrap
SLICED BACON, All Good or Dawn
53e
lb.
lb. 59e
BOLOGiNA, sliced or by the pleee
lb 194
SPIRE RIBS Sib dv
lb lb
111 211 1. tel krosiod
lb. 59e
FOWL, stewing or fricassee

RED SOUR PITTED
No. 10
Can 99c
No. 2
Cans

2

Aelr.
•

i

signed

ai."1:;:- Pork Loin
Lb. 39C

AriP Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

FLOUR, Sunnyfield, plain, 25 lb. bag
CHUM SALMON, Perfect Strike

SPIC & SPAN

MEAT SPECIALS
READY TO EAT PICNICS,
lb.
small
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0
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7-KIIIr Bad Corn rod

CHERRIES

P&G

55C

12k

TUNA FISH, Dice Brand
No. % can

31c
32c

ASPARAGUS, Green Gold, cut
No. 300 can
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT

46 OZ. CAN

VEL SOAP POWDER

2

25
19(

you sere at

GRAPEFRUIT or

144

LG.

Daniel A. Sigler et al
VS Order of Reference
The unknown heirs and
Devisees of
Collie Sigler, et al
(Albert Sigler, Deceased)

In order to bring you better
food at lower cost we manufacture many of the fine foods you
find in your A&P.
We have still other items made
especially for us according to
our own strict standards by other
reputakle manufacturers.
In either case,our name on the
label is a guarantee of quality
and value.
May we suggest that you get
acquainted with all these A&P
products?
Try them, and let us know
how you like them. Please write:

TOILET SOAP
BATH
SIZE
Bar

32c

2/

acrosthe

itee.ns.ients Sign
:

•
Storewide low
dreds of items prices eel hunstead of just aevery day.
few
Or "week
"oney*
-end" specials.
•Advertised
teed for one prices are Russianeven
market prieesweek,
go up. thong&
re
believe Pcia
our cuatorners
policy AWN
rave Oren
•With the
on every correct price
item, plus an marked
oash register
itemised
slip
yew
what

SOAP POWDER

surance Agency.

Hampton
Route 1.

'ng Crossing
Trace
Varmint
th6typotestngthe

A&Iss hice policy

BREEZE

YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano, WANTED: Girl for General Ofnot overhead, at Dye Plants Co.,
fice Work. Must type. 5 Day
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
Week. Pleasant surroundings.
32-47tp
$160 per month to start. Paid
holidays and vacations. Write
FOR SALE: Top dwelling on
Wagner Electric Corp., 2411
North Seminary must go. You'll
South Parkway, Chicago 16, Ill.,
be surprised at the sale price.
Attention Mr. J. H. Wolf. 30-4te
Call 3555, K. R. Cummins In-

Ti4441.,

1.40

'ion Protests

Asps

150

25(

1 21(

GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
No. 2 can

Smoot
brsef
Elas
packs

Wed., Jan. 24 through

SWAN TOILET SOAP

&INGO

79

Prim, Shown Here Guaranteed

705 WASHINGTON St..lri 3422

IIILACKEYED PEAS, Drown Valley
No. 2 can

ME?

19c

Bars

vVigAR

Storewide Everyday Low Prices Wit
Save You More Than Jut a Few
"Wee -Ed Spxials"

REG.
SIZE

WA''Y'S GROCERY

GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
No. 2 can
Lee,

Regui

27c

Bars

PIMENTO CHEESE - Fresh Daily

APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar

HE P._
po

retatop Agp

LUX TOILET SOAP

SALAD, CHICKEN SALAD

!
HARRY HAS ir

Be Sure of Big Savings!

Reg. Pkg. 111e

Red Front Stores

4

32c

FOR SALE: 91-acre farm. Good TIRDS--GOODRICH: Get o u r
liberal allowance on your old LG.
tire before you buy. Car-truck- PKG.
Giant Pkg. 71c
tractor and implement tires
Let No Grave
with a lifetime guarantee. RobBe Unmarked
inson Implement & Motor Co.
30-Plc
FAB
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate Prices
JOHN DEERE OWNERS: Prepare
SOAP POWDER
Write or Visit
Dial Me
for the spring rush. We have a
complete line of genuine John
ALLEN
Deere parts. Bring your Jobn
FRG
Deere equipment to the man
Monumental Works
Mr.
Gilbest,
it
s
who known
Dawson Road at Center St.
bert Son, with 4 years experiPrineetoo, Ky.
IVORY SOAP
ence a n d factory training.
LARGE SIZE
Available steam cleaner can
clean all grease and dirt from
Bars
your tractor and implement.
OverhaulTuneups-Complete
Paint Job. All Work GuaranIVORY FLAKES
teed. Robinson Implement &
30-Ste LG.
Motor Co.
PKG.
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. str.
FOR SALE: Four young -dairy
2 Reg. Pkgs. 27c
3/ 29(
4% oz. can
cows, priced at $175 each.

OWThi L
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25, 1

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

57e
Ille
•

CHED-O-BIT, American Cheese RiM
2 lb. loaf
DANISH BLEU CHEESE, lb.
CHEDDAR CHEESE, Wiscsoola Aar,
lb.
ICE CREAM, all flavors, pint ets.

he
g2e
60e
he
31e
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